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Also avai lable in ebook and audiobook edit ions .

“Rage may be BobWoodward’s
most important book since All the

President’s Men.”

—PETER BERGEN, CNN

“Trump is the first candidate
for president to launch an October

surprise against himself.”

—NICK CONFESSORE, THE NEW YORK TIMES

“Woodward’s prose offers
readers that delicious, vicarious

sense of being an insider.”

—ROSA BROOKS, THE WASHINGTON POST

“The first excerpts from the new
BobWoodward book still landed
like a pair of hydrogen bombs.”

—VANITY FAIR

“Damning....Unlike most Trump
tapes, Woodward’s actually tell us
something new about the president.”

—MICHELLE GOLDBERG, THE NEW YORK TIMES

“BobWoodward delivers the verdict
of the first draft of history.”

—LAWRENCE O’DONNELL, MSNBC HOST

“Over nearly a half-century, no
other person...has done as much to
illuminate the modern presidency
and help shape understanding of
the nine people to hold the office
during his career as Woodward.”

—JOHN F. HARRIS, POLITICO

“Stunning...arresting.”

—NPR

“The most comprehensive and
damning catalog yet of [Trump’s]

failings in office.”

—DOYLE MCMANUS, LOS ANGELES TIMES

ALSO
AVAILABLE

“Anybody thinking
about casting a vote
should have to sit
and read Rage as a

civic duty.”
—WILLIE GEIST,
MORNING JOE

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERS
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VINCENT VAN GOGH: A LIFE IN LETTERS, edited by
Nienke Bakker, Leo Jansen and Hans Luijten.
(Thames & Hudson, $39.95.) Three curators
at the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam com-
pile the artist’s correspondence to shed light
on his creative process and personal life.

THE ART OF NASA: THE ILLUSTRATIONS THAT SOLD THE MIS-

SIONS, by Piers Bizony. (Motorbooks, $50.)
Blending a history of space exploration with a
survey of illustration technology over six dec-
ades, these 200 large-format images from
NASA detail such landmarks as the Space
Shuttle, the I.S.S. and the mission to Mars.

THE PEOPLE: NIMIIPUU, NEZ PERCE TRIBE, by Hunter
Barnes. (Reel Art, $39.95.) Barnes, a photog-
rapher, was welcomed into the close-knit Lap-
wai Idaho reservation from 2004 to 2008 to
document its ways. These black-and-white
portraits and other images capture lives at
the intersection of tradition and modernity.

WINE AND THE WHITE HOUSE: A HISTORY, by Frederick
J. Ryan Jr. (White House Historical Associa-
tion, $55.) The Washington Post publisher
tells a comprehensive story of the American
presidents through the grapes and glasses
they drank from.

EXTRAORDINARY WOMEN: IMAGES OF COURAGE, ENDUR-

ANCE AND DEFIANCE, by Tom Stoddart. (ACC Art,
$45.) With a foreword by Angelina Jolie, the
photojournalist shows women in war zones
from Bangladesh to Mozambique.

Even if we were not living in a divisive, pan-
demic-ridden timeline, the metaphor of burst-
ing into flames when frustrated or angry is a
relatable one. Kevin Wilson’s NOTHING TO SEE HERE

crackles with dark humor and dysfunctional
family dynamics as it tells the story of Lillian,
who is living a life of squandered promise until
she is asked by her old friend Madison to be the governess to her
two, unloved stepchildren. When agitated, these children sponta-
neously combust (they are not harmed), and it is Lillian’s job to
keep them calm and hidden, so that they do not disrupt the
squeaky-clean image of their politically connected father’s life. As
Lillian and the children bond, she transforms from depressed, re-
luctant caretaker to fierce protector of these “fire children,” and
discovers that she needs them just as much as they need her. One
of the few books I would reread, just to absorb everything I can.

—DEB AMLEN, “ WORDPLAY ” CROSSWORD COLUMNIST
AND SENIOR EDITOR

New & Noteworthy / Visuals

WHAT WE’RE READING

REFLECTIONS, MEMORIES, 
 CONFESSIONS

With more than 600 photographs

“HONEST, COMPELLING, 
INTRIGUING.”

 —DAN W. LUFKIN, Founder, Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette

The acclaimed play, The Lehman Trilogy, 
features Mayer Lehman, John Loeb’s great-grandfather.

Discover the remarkable history of the entire Lehman family 
in John’s comprehensive and beautifully illustrated memoir. 

View the exclusive footage of John’s extraordinary 75th
birthday celebration at Blenheim Palace on the bonus 

DVD, along with historic coverage of the event, and read 
David Patrick Columbia’s review of the party on page 647.

For more details, go to ambassadorloeb.com.
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“Reading an Alice Hoffman book is like falling
into a deep dream where senses

are heightened and love reigns supreme.”
—Jodi Picoult

“Storytelling is in Hoffman’s bones...
Magic Lessons swept me away during
a time I most needed it.”

—The New York Times Book Review

“Luminous.” —Booklist

“A page-turning adventure.”
—Publishers Weekly

“Riveting from start to finish.”
—BookPage

And available
in paperback.

Available in hardcover, ebook, and audiobook.

Love is magic and magic is all we have.

An Independent Booksellers’ Pick for October Indie Next
A Book of the Month Club Selection
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the insidious effects of writing
racial advantage into law
through programs like affirma-
tive action and the creation of
majority-minority electoral dis-
tricts.” He adds, “Worthy as they
may be, they’ve given ballast to
white working-class tribalism.”
Klein fails to consider that the
ample ballast already had by
white working-class tribalism
was part of why these programs
were enacted.

FELICIA NIMUE ACKERMAN 
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Un-fava-rable

TO THE EDITOR:

Daniel C. Dennett’s review of
“The Weirdest People in the
World,” by Joseph Henrich (Oct.
11), opened with an admonition
by Pythagoras to avoid eating
beans. Since I’m a hematologist,
that caught my attention. Favism
is a dreaded form of hemolytic
anemia suffered by some individ-
uals after eating fava beans. The
integrity of red blood cells relies
on a host of factors, and G6PD
activity is one of them; a defi-
ciency of this red cell enzyme is
infamously associated with red
cell destruction (hemolysis) if an
individual has eaten fava beans.
A number of ancient accounts
warn of fava bean consumption.
Nevertheless, I enjoyed the
review very much!

GERARD HELLMAN
GRAND VIEW-ON-HUDSON, N.Y.

Pushing the Limits

TO THE EDITOR:

In his review of Jonathan Alter’s

new Jimmy Carter biography
(Oct. 11), David Greenberg sug-
gests that President Carter’s
having “collapsed” during a 10K
road race in the Catoctin Moun-
tains was among the most “hu-
miliating” moments of his presi-
dency.

“Collapsed” implies he fell to
the ground in a heap, which is an
exaggeration. Carter did falter,
and was unable to continue. But
this is an experience that has
been shared by countless thou-
sands of road racers, even pros.
It happened to me when I at-
tempted my first 10K. How many
U.S. presidents would have been
able to run, or even walk, 6.2
miles in mountainous terrain?
How many Americans? There is
no shame in giving your all in
any athletic endeavor, as Carter
surely did that day.

Far more humiliating is the
current White House occupant’s
reliance on golf cart transporta-
tion in al fresco situations when
he cannot be driven by car. In
golf etiquette, this is regarded as
the apogee of inconsiderate
gaucheness.

DAVID ENGLISH 
ACTON, MASS.

Pen to Paper

TO THE EDITOR:

Forgive me as I channel Gore
Vidal, but I couldn’t resist the
urge. What prompts my impu-
dence is David Byrne’s response
to “Which subjects do you wish
more authors would write
about?” in his By the Book inter-
view (Oct. 11). Byrne stated that
writers should avoid using writ-
ers as their main characters. He
then goes on to concede, grudg-
ingly, that it is easier to do so: “I
know, I know, ‘Write what you
know.’”

In advice from the grave, 
Vidal says: “Write what you
know will always be excellent
advice for those who ought not to
write at all. Write what you
think, what you imagine, what
you suspect!”

Following this advice makes
one’s creative sweat more worth-
while, but not easier.

JIM GIZA
BALTIMORE

BOOKS@NYTIMES.COM

Letters

TYLER COMRIE

Lost in America

TO THE EDITOR:

Knowing Joe Klein to be a funny
writer, I must assume his Oct. 11
review of “What Were We Think-
ing,” by Carlos Lozada, and
“Trump on Trial,” by Kevin Sulli-
van and Mary Jordan, was an arid
parody. What else explains his
condemning those who attack
Trump from their elite perches,
even as he nods approvingly at
those laying partial blame for
Trump’s success on “postmodern-
ism”? Similarly hilarious, Klein
urges deep analysis, even as he
posits that “the parties had traded
their traditional places,” with
Republicans now abetting anarchy
as Democrats suddenly embrace
“traditionalism.” As evidence, he
links Steve Bannon’s nihilism to
the countercultural instincts of
Abbie Hoffman (leaving unsaid
that only one of these analogized
gentlemen ever ran a presidential
campaign or served in the White
House). Responsibility for Trump,
modern Republicanism and the
moral collapse of a once-great
party rests far more on Newt
Gingrich. Not that the Republicans
had to move that far. Those opin-
ing over honorable Republicans of
yore forget that G.O.P. congress-
men overwhelmingly voted
against every impeachment article
put up against Nixon. What satire.

JORDAN MAGILL 
SILVER SPRING, MD.

�

TO THE EDITOR:

I appreciated the sensible even-
handedness of Klein’s review
until I came to his criticism of
Lozada for failing “to consider

We are in a moment of uncertainty and

upheaval around the world. Life is changing —

and fast. Journalism can help us understand

what’s happening and how to navigate it all.

Thank you for supporting quality original

journalism from The New York Times.
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What books are on your night stand?

Nothing of any great note, because I
never read in bed (unless I’m gravely ill).
If I were nocturnal in this sense, my sleep
would currently be shadowed by Ibram
X. Kendi’s “Stamped From the Begin-
ning” (racist ideologies), Philip Dray’s
“At the Hands of Persons Unknown”
(lynching), Andrew Delbanco’s “The War
Before the War” (the Fugitive Slave Act)
and Eric Foner’s “Reconstruction” (1863-
77). You may have detected a common
theme. All this year — 2020, this year of
Sundays — I’ve been trying to write
about the legacy of 1619, which as we see
is still with us after four centuries. Black
identity in America, internally and mo-
ment by moment, is a perpetually turbu-
lent state of being, death-haunted, and
full of fear and rage; anyone who doubts
this has only to glance through Richard
Wright’s memoir, “Black Boy,” and his
debut novel, “Native Son.”

How have your reading tastes changed
over the years?

I find myself increasingly committed to

the pleasure principle — first formulated
by John Dryden in 1668. We read for
“delight and instruction,” while bearing in
mind that literature “only instructs as it
delights.” In plainer terms, we read litera-
ture to have a good time. Not an easy
time, necessarily, but not a hard time and
not a bad time. So I like fiction that
makes me welcome, and I’m quickly
exasperated by the freakish, the intro-
verted and above all the compulsively
obscure. For months now I’ve been try-
ing to penetrate the bristling bastion of
William Faulkner. He is like Joyce — all
genius and no talent; he just isn’t inter-
ested in pushing the narrative forward.
Well, I suppose his readers have enough
to do anyway, trying to establish who is
who and what (if anything) is going on.

Which genres do you enjoy, and which do
you avoid?

I confess I have never read an Aga saga
or a bodice-ripper — or indeed a western
(though Hitler, incidentally, read nothing
else). In my 20s I got through a great
deal of science fiction; this enthusiasm

developed into an abiding interest in
cosmology, which still satisfies some
vague spiritual itch. Late in life, Chekhov
said that everything he read seemed to
him “not short enough”; and as I age I
still like them long (Vasily Grossman’s
“Stalingrad”) but also notice a growing
fondness for short stories (not a genre,
quite, but a distinct literary form): solid
favorites like Alice Munro, Richard Ford
and Lorrie Moore, plus enjoyable infu-
sions from Lionel Shriver (“Property”),
Jeffrey Eugenides (“Fresh Complaint”)
and Susan Minot (“Why I Don’t Write”).

What was the last great book you read?

Anthony Trollope’s magnum opus “The
Way We Live Now.” It’s curious: Trollope
seemed to specialize in drab and unallur-
ing titles — “Framley Parsonage,” “Dr.
Wortle’s School,” “The Vicar of Bullhamp-
ton” — but “The Way We Live Now”
could adorn the cover of any social-realist
novel of the last three centuries. Like the
magnum opus, it is universally inclusive.

What’s the best book you’ve ever re-
ceived as a gift?

As it turned out, David Simon’s debut,
“Homicide: A Year on the Killing Streets”
(1991). Like everything else he went on to
write, it combines a novelistic level of
perception with a phenomenal journalis-
tic stamina, and I wrote a piece about
“Homicide” in a series called “Books I
Wish I’d Written.” More personally, the
experience put me on the foothills of a
friendship with David Simon, and formed
the basis, some years later, of a (fictional)
policier of my own.

Are there any classics you have read only
recently?

I came late to Herman Melville — late,
therefore, to “Moby-Dick” (wantonly
dismissed in its day) and also to the
equally extraordinary if less celebrated
“Billy Budd,” the swan song maritime
novella published decades after the au-
thor’s death. A conscious re-examination
of the motiveless malice that leads Iago
to destroy Othello and Desdemona, “Billy
Budd” will probably stand as the last
tragedy in English. In its final pages,
when the Handsome Sailor is executed
by the rope on the Royal Navy warship,
Melville defies human physiology by
sparing his hero the pathetically reflexive
“dead man’s dance”; instead, Billy
breathes his last in noble composure,
while the dawn beautifully breaks. This
implausible epiphany was forced on
Melville by emotional necessity; and he
earns and achieves it with many long
paragraphs of sublimely fearless prose. 0

Martin Amis
The author, whose latest novel is ‘Inside Story,’ used to read a lot of
science fiction: ‘This enthusiasm developed into an abiding interest in
cosmology, which still satisfies some vague spiritual itch.’

An expanded version of this interview is
available at nytimes.com/books.

By the Book

ILLUSTRATION BY JILLIAN TAMAKI

NDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2008

Independent publishers and 

authors of not-so-independent 

means receive special   

discounted advertising rates 

every Sunday in The New York 

Times Book Review.

For more information, 

please contact Mark Hiler 

at (212) 556-8452.
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Fun 
and Fast.
Together 
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The New York Times’s 
5x5 mini crosswords 
are now available in 
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“I’M FILLED WITH a sense of fore-
boding,” the fraught heroine says,
“a wash of nameless dread.”
How’s that for chills up the old
spine? And we’re barely seven
pages into Julie Cameron’s debut
mystery, ONLY TRUTH (Scarlet, 305

pp., $25.95). Isabel Weir, who
narrates the story in a mildly
worried voice, was left with
“twitches and tremors,” along
with facial scars and partial blind-
ness, after an attack she suffered
over 20 years ago. “They found
me on a sun-gilded afternoon,
cracked like a hapless egg, with
the secret substance of me ob-
scenely oozing into the light.”
Despite that traumatic brain
injury, Izzy, as her husband, Tom,
calls her, is a painter who actually
makes a living from her art. The
neglected coach house that she
turns into an art studio is the only
comfort she takes in “the Lodge,”
the rural Victorian villa that gives
her the willies, but that Tom
insisted they buy.

Isabel has full recall of her
violent assault but no memory of
her attacker. In her sweaty night-
mares, “he’s a dark figure behind
me, his hands grasping and claw-
ing at my hair.” That fractured
memory puts her in fresh danger
when, unbeknown to her, he re-
turns and insinuates himself into
her present life, anticipating the
moment when he can get his
hands on her again.

For a first-timer, Cameron
handles the narrative like a pro.
Isabel is such a substantial char-
acter, with her painful history and
complex interior life, that she
dominates the story. But if the
supporting players tend to disap-
pear into the faded wallpaper, the
Lodge maintains a formidable
presence. “I may not read people
well but I can read places,” Isabel
says of her new home. “Every
instinct tells me something bad
has happened here.”

Like her main character, Cam-
eron has a Gothic sensibility that
complements her uncanny sense
of place. Her descriptions of the
Lodge, the coach house and the
extensive grounds of the estate

have a 19th-century vibe, suggest-
ing skeletons in the closet and
ghosts in the wings. For all her
mastery of the spooky trappings
of suspense, Cameron also re-
spects another, more fundamental
element of the form — plotting.

�

BILLY BOYLE has been to some
awesome places in James R.
Benn’s adventurous World War II
series. The U.S. Army detective
was even a player at the libera-
tion of Paris, where things went
badly wrong for him. THE RED

HORSE (Soho Crime, 317 pp., $27.95),

which speaks to the dark side of
heroism, finds Billy recuperating
from that traumatic ordeal (along
with a slight meth habit) at the
Saint Albans Pauper Lunatic
Asylum, now a convalescent
hospital in the English country-
side for members of the military.
(“If these walls could talk, they
would scream.”) Billy seems to be
on the mend until he witnesses
someone toss a patient from the
top of the clock tower. That lands
him in therapy, because no one
else saw a murder, only a suicide
jumping to his death.

Benn always takes care to get
the historical details right. Here,
Billy is exposed to a newfangled
procedure in the annals of psychi-
atry — electric convulsive ther-
apy. But the author doesn’t ne-
glect the classic military props;
one victim is dispatched with a
bayonet through the heart. As

historical detective series go, this
one is extremely well tended by
an author who clearly dotes on
his hero. As do we.

�

THANKS, BUT NO thanks. That’s
what Jonathan Stride should have
said to a dying friend in Brian
Freeman’s FUNERAL FOR A FRIEND

(Blackstone, 322 pp., $27.99). “No-
body knows, buddy. Don’t worry,”
Steve Garske says with his dying
breath, “I took care of it. I buried
him.” Stride, a lieutenant on the
Duluth police force, does the right
thing and digs up Garske’s back-
yard. Sure enough, there’s some-
thing buried there, a skeleton
with a bullet hole between its
empty eye sockets.

Turns out the dead guy was a
reporter who was covering a
sexual assault case against a local
politician. As the last person to
have seen him alive, Stride practi-
cally offers himself up as the chief
suspect. Seems a bit of a stretch
to me, but the point here is the
character of Stride. Detectives
from the middle of the country
always seem to be better human
beings than the rest of us — more
decent, more ethical, more hon-
orable. Which is not to say that
Stride is soft — just nice.

�

LOVE IS STRANGE. It ennobles
some people, makes fools of oth-
ers, and occasionally leads to
murder. In Bradford Morrow’s
lovely literary mystery, THE FORG-

ER’S DAUGHTER (Mysterious Press,

269 pp., $26), the love of books
causes all of the above. Will, once
a master forger, has supposedly
renounced that calling. But when
his nemesis, Henry Slader, shows
up with a stolen copy of “Tamer-
lane and Other Poems” (Edgar
Allan Poe’s first book, and so rare,
it’s known as a Black Tulip), he
can’t resist making one last per-
fect copy.

Unfortunately, Will’s color
vision has been fading, making
him dependent on his daughter,
Nicole, to mix his inks. Although
that makes her complicit in his
crime, she is every bit her father’s
daughter, and their teamwork on
the elaborate artistic details that
go into a literary forgery is itself a
work of art. 0

CRIME / MARILYN STASIO

A Wash of Nameless Dread

MARILYN STASIO has covered crime
fiction for the Book Review since
1988. Her column appears twice a
month.

PABLO AMARGO
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“EARTHLINGS” IS THE Japanese author
Sayaka Murata’s second novel to be trans-
lated into English, after “Convenience
Store Woman,” which was published to
critical acclaim in 2018. The new book’s
plot makes a charming elevator pitch, even
if you leave out juicy tags like pedophilia,
rape and murder.

Two cousins — Natsuki and Yuu, whose
extended family gathers yearly in the
mountains during the holidays — agree
that they’re aliens, abandoned at birth
among humans. Natsuki, the narrator, has
a plush hedgehog toy who comes from a
planet with a long, silly name and assures
her she has magical powers. When Yuu
confesses that he too hails from a distant
sphere, they embrace their outsider kin-
ship. The sweet 9-year-old misfits make a
pact to get married in secret.

It’s fairly standard imaginary play until,
back home, Natsuki is sexually assaulted
by a male teacher. During the next vaca-
tion, at her instigation, the two prepubes-
cents have a (consensual) version of sex —
and get caught and punished.

Natsuki doesn’t see Yuu again until she’s
a young adult, after having entered into a
contractual marriage in order to escape
her cruel mother and spoiled-brat sister.
Living alongside each other in a spacious
apartment, she and her husband, Tomoya,
use the semblance of marriage to avoid the
clutches of their unloving families and re-
pressive society. Renouncing the “Baby
Factory” in which they’re expected to be
cogs, the roommates deny both their sexu-
ality and earthly reality. (Natsuki has
never relinquished her alien status, though
her hedgehog has fallen silent.)

When they visit Yuu in the remote moun-
tain house where the childhood misadven-
ture took place long ago, the platonic duo
turns into a trio, and the dimwitted Tomoya
decides he needs to violate a major taboo:
“I’m going to go to my parents’ place this
weekend. I will have sex with someone in
my family before coming back here.”

Aspiring to live in a moral vacuum, the
cousins make no attempt to stop him. So he
acts on his diabolical plan, driving off and
proposing sex to his brother — the best
way he can think of to show off how far out-
side society he considers himself to be.

Predictably, the gambit doesn’t end well,
and Tomoya’s chased down by his irate,
bullying father, who delivers a vicious
beating. But the most outrageous, theatri-

cal acts of psychopathy are still to come,
and I won’t ruin the surprise.

The novel’s tone hovers between dead-
pan and naïveté: Even in its episodes of vi-
olence it has an affectless quality, which we
presume is a function of Natsuki’s PTSD
from the sexual assault (plus her E.T. ori-
gins, of course). Its appeal lies precisely in
this tonal flatness — the anthropological
distance the narrator maintains from her
subjects. Reminiscent of certain excellent
folk tales, expressionless prose is Murata’s
trademark. If her description of “the Fac-
tory” strikes a superficial note, we can as-
cribe its stripped-down literality to Nat-
suki’s automaton identity. Extraterrestri-
als, it seems, are less like living beings than
rudimentary robots with limited powers of
affective analysis.

IN “EARTHLINGS,” being an alien is a simple
proxy for being alienated. The characters
define themselves not by a specific notion
of what they are — other — but by a gen-
eral idea of what they are not: humans/
breeders. Soon their mission becomes the
achievement of a more perfect detach-
ment: They wish to divest themselves of
all learned norms and strictures. We know
this because we’re told directly; no need, in
Murata’s stories, for a tedious interpretive
struggle.

Their project of de-acculturating them-
selves is rendered matter-of-factly, with-
out suspense, since — existing in a half-life
of childish patter and reductive reasoning
— they didn’t exhibit much tension of per-
sonality or emotional intelligence in the
first place. But the proposition that we can
deconstruct our socialization through an
act of will is intriguing and important. Here
it comes with a dose of pathos, since these
characters don’t possess the conceptual

tools to explore with depth or nuance the
human nature they’re so focused on reject-
ing. Their beef with society is the repro-
ductive pressure it exerts; other systemic
oppressions that might give a thoughtful
alien pause, like widespread inequality
and injustice, are of no interest.

Yet not wishing to have children is
hardly evidence of inhumanity.

In a sense the three lonely people be-
come libertines, eager to enact their men-
tal freedom by breaking basic rules. If the
Marquis de Sade were reanimated as a po-
lite Japanese millennial — less French, less
political, less relentlessly graphic and less
obsessed with feces — he might produce a
document like “Earthlings.”

At first the characters’ rebellion is meek.
They steal food from neighbors and swear
off laundry, tidiness and artificial lighting.
It’s as if they’re newly discovering the hip-
pie lifestyle more than 50 years late, and
calling it their personal invention. This
confirms them as pitiable figures: Much as
no one ever took them aside and told them
kindly that they didn’t have to procreate,
so no one ever bothered to show them any
movies about the 1960s.

But when aggressive senior citizens
suddenly invade their Eden, the spaceship
swerves off the path of innocent experi-
mentation and lands squarely in “Texas
Chainsaw Massacre” territory.

Murata’s presentation of alienation as a
natural response to the pressures of con-
formity may not give us much that wasn’t
on offer in, say, European existentialist
writing of nearly a century ago. The
strength of her voice lies in the faux-naïf
lens through which she filters her dark
view of humankind: We earthlings are sad,
truncated bots, shuffling through the
world in a dream of confusion. 0
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SOME YEARS AGO I was on a book tour in
Dublin. Granted an unexpected night off, I
asked the publisher’s representative, who
was guiding me around, if he could recom-
mend a good restaurant. He suggested an
Italian trattoria not far from Trinity Col-
lege. And then, lowering his voice confi-
dentially, he said: “John Banville eats
there.”

Such is Banville’s renown. Ireland’s
greatest living novelist occupies a unique
place in the contemporary pantheon. Not
only is Banville a prizewinning, much-
translated literary novelist, he is also a
feisty, formidable critic, former literary ed-
itor of The Irish Times, playwright, mem-
oirist, screenwriter and developer of long-
form TV series. In other words, a literary
polymath — somewhat in the line of Gra-
ham Greene.

Like Greene, Banville has a distin-
guished oeuvre of literary novels — 17, at
the current count — and what we might
term Greene-style “entertainments.” A se-
ries of detective novels written under the

nom de plume Benjamin Black, featuring
the Dublin pathologist Garret Quirke, has
been extremely successful and adapted for
television. The John Banville/Benjamin
Black co-identity is a fascinating one. Why
adopt the disguise of a pseudonym when
everyone knows, and always knew, the
man behind it? Greene, after all, was
happy to sign his name to his own enter-
tainments.

Now we have “Snow,” just to add to the
mystery. The novel has Banville’s name on
it, but it is also a classic policier in the Ben-
jamin Black mode. It features a young Irish
detective — earnest, a bit troubled —
called St. John (pronounced “Sinjun”)
Strafford. Strafford has appeared before,
as a detective in a Benjamin Black novel,
“The Secret Guests,” set in 1940. In “Snow,”
Strafford is 35 (the book is set in December
1957), which would have made him 18 in
the earlier novel. Unless there were
teenage detectives nosing around midcen-
tury Ireland, perhaps a bit of retrospective
chronological adjustment is required.

“Snow” is advertised on the cover as “An
Inspector St. John Strafford Novel,” imply-
ing that a new series is underway. Is this a
third layer to the Banville corpus? John
Banville at the top, Benjamin Black a level
below and the “John Banville” of “Snow”
and its future siblings somewhere in the
middle? (The writer himself recently said
he had killed off that “rascal” Black.)

The story begins almost like a game of
Clue. Just before Christmas, in a ram-
shackle country house in County Wexford,
south of Dublin, a Roman Catholic priest is
found murdered in, yes, the library. Detec-
tive Strafford is sent to investigate. As in
Clue, the various suspects — mostly mem-
bers of the Osborne family and their staff
— were all in the house the night of the
murder. So far, so familiar — except for one
detail: The priest has also been expertly
castrated.

Over the next few days, Strafford en-
deavors to find the culprit and in the
process unearths a snake pit of secrets
about the Osbornes and the dark under-
currents in Ireland and its society in the
1950s. Time and again, Banville sets up
and then deftly demolishes the Agatha
Christie format he seems to be aping. Ev-
erything that seems creakingly familiar
about the country-house murder turns out
to be darker and darker still.

What makes “Snow” even more interest-
ing is its social context. The Osborne fam-
ily is Anglo-Irish, a colonial class of Protes-
tant landowners who can trace their arriv-
al in Ireland back to the time of Oliver
Cromwell and have survived into the
1950s. English in their attitudes and class

confidence, they are a stark reminder to
the Catholic Irish that for the 5 percent of
the population who are Protestant in this
Roman Catholic country, nothing much has
changed since the 17th century. The Anglo-
Irish — the Horse Protestants, or swad-
dlers, as they are derogatively known —
live in their crumbling stately homes, ride
to hounds, go to balls and race meetings,
speak with a different accent and still own
much of the land, managed in a form of be-
nign paternalistic feudalism. This is the so-

ciety depicted in the novels of Elizabeth
Bowen, Molly Keane and J. G. Farrell. Ec-
centric, privileged, slowly dying out.

What distinguishes Strafford from al-
most all of his colleagues in the Garda, the
Irish police force, is that he is from the
same class as the Osbornes, the family he
is investigating, and a Protestant. Banville
makes excellent play with this pairing.
Strafford confuses the Osbornes; he’s one
of them, yet he’s also potentially their ene-
my. The family is bizarre and riven with
mutual antagonisms. Colonel Osborne is a
bluff military man, a widower. His second
wife is skittish and mentally ill, possibly
addicted to morphine. His daughter and
son dislike their stepmother intensely. Var-
ious retainers help maintain their status.

Strafford enters their world and has to
determine which one of them could have
committed such a wanton murder. The
colonel thinks someone broke into the
house. Slowly but surely the family hostil-
ities and fraught back stories point Straf-
ford in a particular direction.

I won’t reveal how the plot thickens.
Banville’s depiction of the young republic
that Ireland then was (real independence
came only in 1937) is fascinating. More
telling for Strafford’s investigation is the
way the Roman Catholic Church held enor-
mous sway — politically and emotionally
— over the country and its people, a sway
that has only recently diminished. James
Joyce described the Irish at the beginning
of the 20th century as “an unfortunate
priest-ridden race,” and Banville’s County
Wexford assumes this still held true in the
1950s.

There are two strange diversions in the
novel where the point of view — Strafford’s
— is dramatically broken. One reveals a bi-
zarre and disturbing sexual encounter; the
other is a first-person confession that, in ef-
fect, gives most of the game away. The
alert reader, picking up the clues that
Banville drops, would have been very close
to divining what the motivation for the
murder was without this confession. These
swerves in the narrative remind us that
we’re reading a novel by John Banville, not
an Ed McBain procedural or a Dorothy L.
Sayers whodunit. In “Snow,” Banville’s en-
gagement with the genre of crime or detec-
tive novels is partial. His ambitions for his
novel are more complex.

Banville himself was born in County
Wexford in 1945. As an adolescent in the
1950s, he would have known the world of
the Osbornes and the local Irish communi-
ties in the countryside and how they inter-
acted — or didn’t. The book sings with au-
thenticity and Banvillian tropes. It is full of
very precise description of clothes and ap-
pearance; the writer concentrates on peo-
ple’s eyes in particular. Smells preoccupy
him. He indulges in anthropomorphism:
Bookcases “stare,” books display an atti-
tude of “mute resentment,” trees “press
forward with desperate eagerness.”
Banville is one of the great stylists of fic-
tion in English and “Snow” allows the
limpid cadences of his prose free rein:

“It was as if he had fallen briefly asleep
and dropped at once into the midst of a
powerful and deeply revelatory dream, all
the details of which turned transparent the
instant he woke up, though the sense, the
afterglow, of their significance remained.”

An entertainment, perhaps, but a su-
perbly rich and sophisticated one. 0
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THE LITERARY SUSPENSE of “Leave the
World Behind” hinges on that familiar guilt-
tinged longing for a vacation that never
ends. Rumaan Alam inhabits the head space
of Amanda and Clay, denizens of New York
City, parents of a teenage son and adolescent
daughter, who slouch toward Long Island for
summer vacation — only to discover that life
as they know it is over.

There’s an Airbnb, far off the GPS-beaten
path, “extraordinary and only $340 a day,”
made all the more alluring by its lack of cell-
phone access. “The Ultimate Escape,” the
listing proclaimed before launching into
“chummy advertising-speak” to describe
the place. Clay and Amanda are sold. They
pack up the car and head out of town.

Alam’s two previous novels, “Rich and
Pretty” and “That Kind of Mother,” have
proved he’s gifted with an acidic wit, one he
uses to break down contemporary life at the
cellular level. His wry observations about
the structured chaos of vacation life might
go on indefinitely — but then comes a knock
at the door. The owners of the rental house
arrive, seeking refuge. Clay and Amanda,
not anticipating this intrusion or the particu-
lar station of their landlords turned guests —
they’re Black and wealthy, how could this
be? — castigate themselves for their illiberal
reactions. But the real issue is what these
newcomers are escaping from: a mysterious
blackout in New York City.

We flit, omniscient, through this unlikely
collection of minds as the slow trickle of
news turns bleak. The adults cling to the cab-
in, their off-the-grid paradise is now a prison.
Think Cormac McCarthy’s “The Road” if no-
body ever got the courage to embark down
that titular path. But the children disappear
into the encroaching wild — as children on
vacation are wont to do — and that wild an-
swers back with alarming ferality.

Danger materializes, not from external
threats, but from the breakdown of interior
constructs. The body itself becomes an un-
stable environment, a thing we have ruined
or wasted, a domain completely out of our
control. “What a marvel to have a body, a
thing that contained you,” Amanda thinks af-
ter a dip in the pool. “Vacation was for being
returned to your body.” All those functions
that never seem to exist in fiction — “a noisy,
wet revolution inside his stomach,” “that
post-midnight binge pouring out of him in
seconds” — are on artful display here, an in-
timacy that is also a challenge. Why are you
cringing? Why are you looking away?

Alam doesn’t dwell in the specificity of
apocalypse, which has been the obsession of
writers since the Flood. Instead he lobs a

prescient accusation: Faced with the end of
the world, you wouldn’t do a damn thing.

Throughout the Covid-19 pandemic we’ve
analyzed all the usual guides to dystopia and
found many of them wanting. No zombies
here, no lawless wasteland, just the stagnant
grief of not-knowing. Terror is the inability to
stop forces of nature, to protect the ones you
love, to protect even yourself — in Alam’s
purview, the flimsy and useless body.

Among Alam’s middle-class Manhattan-
ites, comparisons to that trifecta of New
York crises abound: Sept. 11, the 2003 black-
out,Hurricane Sandy. Comfort comes from
the where-were-you-when stories that will
someday be all that’s left of our current cri-
sis. That Alam anticipates this psychological
reflex, that he articulates it with depth and
self-flagellation, and that he has been proved
so right by the world we’re living in now, is
what makes his narrative both beautiful and
unbearable. Stop cringing. Stop looking
away.

For all this, Alam’s early tragicomedy-of-
manners approach to race falters. The arriv-
al of the Black, genteel older couple creates,
as the narrative bruisingly points out, an op-
portunity to play Guess Who’s Coming to
Dinner. Their interiority never arrives: “It
was hard not to assume the role of genial sit-
com neighbor. Television created the con-
text, and Black people had to play along.”
Self-consciously, Alam sticks with whom he
seems most comfortable: the NPR-listening,
Carroll Gardens-dwelling, New York Times-
reading every-person.

Still, if the first half can turn a mirror on
you, the second half will shatter it. “Leave
the World Behind” teeters on that seesaw-
edge question in horror fiction: to reveal the
monster or not? Ultimately it totters too far
to one side, but there is still the nail-biting
need to know what-the-hell-is-going-on. This
propulsion, which drives much of the charac-
ters’ decisions, drives the reader onward to a
breathless conclusion that, if not altogether
satisfying, is undeniably haunting. 0
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IN KOBO ABE’S 1962 NOVEL “The Woman in
the Dunes,” an entomologist finds himself
stuck at the bottom of a hole, imprisoned
by sand. The grains keep coming in, test-
ing his will and strength. It becomes diffi-
cult to tell where the landscape begins and
ends. “When he closed his eyes, a number
of long lines, flowing like sighs, came float-
ing toward him,” Abe writes. “They were
ripples of sand moving over the dunes. The
dunes were probably burned onto his reti-
na because he had been gazing steadily at
them for some 12 hours.”

Asa, the narrator of Hiroko Oyamada’s
sparse and frightening novel “The Hole,” is
similarly enmeshed in her surroundings.
It’s an oppressively hot summer. The cica-
das are so loud that she wonders if one is
actually caught inside her body. She is part
of a literary lineage, soon to find herself

trapped with Abe’s character in the dunes,
with Kenzaburo Oe’s in a pit, or with
Haruki Murakami’s at the bottom of a well.
There is also a dried-up well in Oyamada’s
tale, a follow-up to her similarly enigmatic
debut, “The Factory,” but it’s only one of
the many holes in this surreal and mes-
merizing book.

Asa has moved to the country with her
husband for his new job, abandoning her
position as a temporary worker. Her in-
laws conveniently own a recently vacated
house next door that they can provide for
the young couple, rent free. No matter that
Asa can’t seem to remember this second
house ever existing, despite having visited
her husband’s parents before. She also
can’t quite remember what her husband
does for a living, or what her mother-in-
law’s job is. It’s safe to assume that Asa
wouldn’t even be sure how to describe her
own former job, beyond the clichés of an
energetic work schedule. Holes in memo-
ry, narrative fermatas. “It seems like most
folks don’t see what they don’t want to see,”
one character observes. “The same goes
for you,” he says to Asa.

Her life as a housewife shifts between
gradients of exhaustion and ennui until
Tomiko, her mother-in-law, asks her to run
an errand. On her route, Asa crosses paths
with a large unidentifiable animal. She fol-
lows it through the fecund terrain; the land
surrounding the river is so richly de-
scribed in David Boyd’s translation that it
feels closer to rot than ripeness. It’s popu-
lated with unknown flora and fauna, and
seldom is there a root or beetle that Asa

can easily name. (Abe’s entomologist
would be in heaven.) On the animal’s trail,
Asa tumbles into a hole in the ground, and
lands on her feet: It “felt as though it was
exactly my size — a trap made just for me.”

This first hole is a chasm that breaks the
book open. No one is where she is sup-
posed to be; characters are introduced and
then seldom appear again. Other charac-
ters are never properly introduced at all,
and ingratiate themselves into the plot.
Still others might not even exist, reality
collapsing and dimpling like the landscape.
Asa’s husband disappears for most of the
book, often into the internet rabbit hole of
his phone. And his father is so absent that
one has to wonder, until he finally appears,
if he is in fact alive.

A grandfather falling into a hole is the
preface to a death, like a grave predicting a
body. Mothers resemble their daughters-
in-law instead of their own children, and
lineage becomes confused, obscure. “It’s

just, families are strange things, aren’t
they?” Oyamada writes. In one of the most
satisfying shifts in the book, Asa’s hus-
band’s family reveals its recessed and hid-
den branches, the lacunas of the natural
world mirroring the gaps in stories we tell
about ourselves.

Oyamada has great fun playing with the
idea of elision, building a propulsive narra-
tive of omission and isolation. And yet,
here, the hole is not quite an absence but a
palpable nonpresence. Like an echo, or a
ghost, an indication of what has gone be-
fore and what’s to come. The cicadas that
populate Asa’s new home have perhaps
been buried alive for up to 17 years, waiting
to emerge. Oyamada mines the horror in
the predictability of metamorphosis — the
inevitability of who we are, and who we are
bound to become. 0
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“MIDNIGHT.”
This is the first word and the first sen-

tence of Ian McGuire’s third novel, “The
Abstainer.” Is there another word or time
of day that delivers, or needs to deliver, so
much when printed on a page? The reader
sees “midnight”; she sits up and expects.

It is midnight in Manchester, England,
on Nov. 22, 1867: “There are field guns on
Stanley Street, and timber barricades at
every bridge and junction.” Three Irish-
men, Allen, Larkin and O’Brien — mem-
bers of the Fenian Brotherhood seeking to

end British rule — are to be publicly exe-
cuted the following day. These were real
men, Irish readers may note, known as the
Manchester Martyrs. McGuire is playing
with history.

The men are to be executed for the mur-
der of a policeman, Sgt. Charles Brett, who
was shot as a group of Fenians ambushed
a horse-drawn prison van, trying to re-
lease two Fenian leaders. The leaders es-
caped. Allen, Larkin and O’Brien were ar-
rested and convicted. These are the events
— the story, rather — I learned in elemen-
tary school in 1960s Ireland. Allen, Larkin
and O’Brien were three names in the long
list of those who fought and died for Ire-
land, who inspired ever more men and
women to fight and die for Ireland. They
were heroes. They were martyrs — a big
word in a Catholic country; their names
were poetry.

The novel’s protagonist, Head Consta-
ble James O’Connor, a fictional Irish po-
liceman, is in Manchester “on secondment
from Dublin.” (The phrase is a clever re-
minder that Dublin in 1867 was still the
second city of the British Empire; the four
words do the work of a less confident writ-
er’s paragraph or chapter.) O’Connor
walks past “the infirmary and lunatic asy-
lum.” Black smoke “leaks from the high
factory chimneys.” I was thinking of “Hard
Times” as I read, and “A Tale of Two Cit-
ies,” other great yarns dropped into the
middle of big history.

The executions are a mistake, thinks
O’Connor. Far from being a deterrent, the
hangings will encourage others to join the
Fenians. “A clever man will never under-
estimate the motive power of dust and
bones,” O’Connor contends. McGuire is
summing up much of modern Irish history
— the bones, the inspiring names, the ab-
sence of clever Englishmen in positions of
power.

An informer tells O’Connor of an impor-
tant Fenian, “a Yank,” being brought to

Manchester from New York to continue
the fight: Stephen Doyle, an Irish-Ameri-
can, a Civil War fighter. His arrival focuses
the cops-versus-rebels story; it’s now one
cop versus an über-rebel, an Irishman
chasing another Irishman, across Man-
chester and then back across the Atlantic,
to Pennsylvania.

O’Connor is the abstainer of the novel’s
title. He took to drink after the deaths of
his only child and then his wife, but hasn’t
had a drop since leaving Dublin. The move
to Manchester is his last chance: “He is
what he is, and he must follow this path to
its ending.” He’s a teetotaler in a world of
bars and dram shops, the outsider, the
Irishman in the police force, unwanted and
distrusted. He’s a hard man, but soft too,
and afraid.

Doyle, the Fenian, lost his entire family
as a child in Sligo, and went to America
alone. He ended up in the Union Army, and
thrived. Now, two years after the end of the
war, he’s in Manchester to assassinate the
city’s mayor. “If you kill the mayor, you

spread the terror,” the Fenians believe.
Doyle fights not for the cause “but for
those moments out of time . . . when the
world beats its savage drum, and he — un-
thinking and heedless — steps to its meas-
ure.” He’s a modern figure, the terrorist,

the freedom fighter, restless but capable of
staying perfectly still, ruthless and —
somehow — sad. “That was the lesson he
learned in his youth,” writes McGuire,
“that you must murder the softness in
yourself, smother it in its cradle.”

Doyle sits at the train station in Man-
chester and watches the policemen
who’ve been assigned to catch him as they
question likely candidates alighting from
the Liverpool train. He has his foe, O’Con-

nor, quickly spotted. It’s great fun — and
this is one of the novel’s many strengths. It
swerves from comedy to the darker stuff
with ease and elegance. It is far from a
funny book, but Dickens is there in the lan-
guage, the coincidences, the unrolling of
the story. The grandiosity and ineptitude
of the cops and of the Fenians reminded
me of Conrad’s “The Secret Agent.” “I’ve
been sworn to secrecy,” brags one charac-
ter, quite early in the novel, when pressed
about the fiver in his pocket. I laughed
when I read that line; I knew I was in for a
treat.

O’Connor brings a woman named Rose
Flanagan, whose brother, an informer, has
been murdered, to a temperance bar:

“‘What kind of a place is this?’ Rose
says, looking around.

“ ‘Temperance.’
“ ‘You’re an abstainer? For how long?’
“‘Not so long. I’m new to it.’”
The dialogue throughout the novel is

terrific; it seems like the genuine article
whether it comes from an Irish, English or
American mouth.

McGuire is overfond of similes; there
are far too many “likes” in the novel. But
often they are great. A character is
“glooming over his beer like the idiot cous-
in at a funeral.” I’ve been at that funeral.

Toward the end of the book both Doyle
and O’Connor are in Pennsylvania, with-
out having gotten there first from Man-
chester. I missed the journey across the
Atlantic, a bit more of Dickens, his voyage
in “American Notes,” or Eilis Lacey’s in
Colm Toibin’s “Brooklyn.”

But these criticisms seem misplaced —
says the man who wrote them — because
there was very little I didn’t like and ad-
mire about “The Abstainer.”

The conclusion seems inevitable, some-
how even more so when it turned out not to
be the one I’d been anticipating. There is a
final — almost an extra — chapter, unex-
pected and un-Irish, set in San Francisco
and involving a boy, now grown, whom
O’Connor looked after for a while. In the
boy’s company eight years earlier, O’Con-
nor had sung for the first time in years,
and the tune and words had returned
“without any effort, easy and unbidden, as
if they have been lying dormant inside him
all that long time like seeds buried deep in
the black earth.”

That was then. Now, the boy — the man
— is alone, years and miles from Pennsyl-
vania and the characters who fill the book
so well. The scene is jarring, heartbreak-
ing — and brilliant. A thought that O’Con-
nor had, with a Fenian gun to his head, 150
pages earlier, came back to this reader:
“All we ever get to know is this one mo-
ment, he thinks, this single now. The dark-
ness releases us, and then the darkness
takes us back, and if it’s not pure and ab-
ject fear that keeps us living, then what
else can it be?”

This is Dickens in the present tense,
Dickens for the 21st century. 0
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DEFEATING MONSTERS is what horror fiction does best. By
creating stories about the beasts that terrify us most —
demons and tyrants, killers and bullies and ghosts — hor-
ror writers lead us into imaginary battles with evil so inti-
mate and powerful that we emerge better prepared to fight
real ones.

For Black horror writers, this act of imagination is also
an act of resistance and self-preservation. Tananarive
Due, in her essay “Black Horror Rising,” discusses the role
of racial trauma in horror fiction, writing that “horror can
help us allegorize racial monsters to help us to confront
true-life fears.” She uses, by way of example, Toni Mor-
rison’s “Beloved,” in which the ghost of a murdered girl
embodies the unspeakable pain Black people suffered un-
der white enslavement. “Horror’s visceral nature,” Due
writes, “makes it a perfect genre for such a story.” Indeed,
it is a perfect genre for our current moment, one that offers
a narrative architecture strong enough to hold the weight
of America’s traumatic past, stories entertaining enough
to keep our attention, and conflicts that allow us to con-
front our demons and defeat them.

ONE BLACK WRITER using the horror genre to its full po-
tential is the award-winning P. Djèlí Clark, whose new no-
vella, RING SHOUT (Tordotcom, 181 pp., $19.99), is a fantastical,
brutal and thrilling triumph of the imagination. The book’s
cover art says it all: A white hood, its eyeholes ringed with
teeth, stands blood-spattered as two Black hands rise in a
movement that frames and threatens to unmask what is
lurking beneath. The hood, of course, is the well-known
garb of the Ku Klux Klan, and the hands refer to the power
of a group of Black women resistants led by Maryse
Boudreaux, “a foulmouthed sharpshooter and a Harlem
Hellfighter.”

The story opens in 1922 in Macon, Ga., at a Fourth of July
parade filled with Klan members. D. W. Griffith’s film “The
Birth of a Nation” has unleashed a dark force across Amer-
ica. The Ku Kluxes, as they are called, have been conjured
from another dimension, crossed over from somewhere
else, which explains their hateful nature and their tenden-
cy to infect others: “Like an infection or a parasite . . . it

starts growing until it’s powerful enough to turn the per-
son Ku Klux.” When the infection meets hate, it leaves be-
hind “one-white demons who don’t remember they was
men.”

Clark’s combination of historical and political reimagin-
ing is cathartic, exhilarating and fresh, casting a narrative
spell as enchanting as HBO’s adaptation of “Watchmen.” It
is the kind of reimagining of history that puts the act of
storytelling, and the art of the horror genre, at the fore-
front of literary and political life.

THE VERY DEFINITION of monstrosity — who is monstrous
and who is not — underlies Maria Dahvana Headley’s bril-
liant feminist translation of the Old English epic BEOWULF

(MCD/FSG, 140 pp., paper, $15). Around 1,000 years ago, an
unknown author put down “3,182 lines of alliterative wild-
ness, a sequence of monsters and would-be heroes” set in a
“fantastical version of Denmark in the fifth to early sixth
century and the land of the Geats, in present-day Sweden.”
Beowulf sails to the aid of Hrothgar, king of the Danes, and
defeats the monster Grendel, who has plagued the king’s
halls.

“Beowulf” is an ancient tale of men battling monsters,
but Headley (whose love affair with the text began with
her contemporary adaptation, the 2018 novel “The Mere
Wife”) has made it wholly modern, with language as pierc-
ing and relevant as Kendrick Lamar’s Pulitzer Prize-win-
ning album “DAMN.” With scintillating inversions and her
use of au courant idiom — the poem begins with the word
“Bro!” and Queen Wealhtheow is “hashtag: blessed” —
Headley asks one to consider not only present conflicts in
light of those of the past, but also the line between human
and inhuman, power and powerlessness, and the very na-
ture of moral transformation, the “suspicion that at any
moment a person might shift from hero into howling
wretch.”

The women of “Beowulf” have often been sidelined. Not
so here. A haunting section of the poem is the story of
Hildeburh, sung during Beowulf’s first feast at Heorot by
Healgamen, Hrothgar’s poet. Hildeburh loses her son and
brother in battle and, “savaged by sorrow,” burns their
bodies on a funeral pyre. The theme of a mother’s agony
over the loss of a child is later expanded by Grendel’s
mother, but Hildeburh’s pain is no less vivid:

“She raised her voice in mourning, keening for her kin 
as the pyre was lit. Smoke smothered her song,

darkness
made of skin and bone. These men who’d been tended
by those who loved them were carcasses now, 
heads melted, wounds running, reopened
for flame-ravens. Fire comes from the same
family as famine. It can feast, unfulfilled, forever.”

ELIZABETH HAND’S Cass Neary series began in 2008 with
“Generation Loss,” a startling and addictive novel that in-
troduced a protagonist fueled by drugs and post-punk ir-
reverence. The series continues with the fourth Cass
Neary novel, THE BOOK OF LAMPS AND BANNERS (Mulholland,

344 pp., $27), in which Cass becomes embroiled in a crime in
London: A book dealer is murdered, a rare book — a lost
manuscript rumored to have been written by Aristotle for
his student Alexander the Great called “The Book of
Lamps and Banners” — is stolen, and the Swedish million-
aire who bought it goes missing. The book has a history of
causing trouble; it has “left more bodies than the Maltese
Falcon.” It also happens to be bound in human skin, a prac-
tice known as anthropodermic bibliopegy.

The book, which “could change everything we know
about ancient history,” creates an exciting hunt for Cass
and her old flame, Quinn. Along the way, Cass burns
through neo-Nazis, a bag of crank, a has-been singer from
the 1980s turned villain and so many substances that it
makes one fear she won’t make it to Book 5.

I hope she does. Cass Neary is a remarkable heroine. As
with Sherlock Holmes, her power lies in the act of seeing
what ordinary people cannot, only where Holmes brings
clues to light, Neary is content to linger in the dark. Her
eye catches the liminal spaces between clarity and shadow
so well I found myself rereading passages for the beauty of
her way of seeing. Here is Cass upon finding a flock of
sheep: “Half a dozen boulders stood in the pasture. Then
one of the boulders moved, and another, until all had
turned to stare at me. Not boulders but sheep, five black
ewes and a black ram with an imposing set of curled horns.
They seemed not to blink, each of their eerie amber eyes
slashed by a horizontal black pupil. . . . I focused the lens
until the viewfinder held nothing but a single iris, its flat-
tened pupil a portal into an unknowable darkness.”

Roundup / Horror / By Danielle Trussoni

Grim, gruesome and ghastly.

DANIELLE TRUSSONI is the Book Review’s horror columnist and
the author of five books. Her latest novel is “The Ancestor.”
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The darkness lingering in Cass’s psyche is the true mys-
tery of this series. The question isn’t ever if Cass will solve
the crime, but if she can overcome her own demons.

LIKE HAND’S Cass Neary novels, Stuart Turton’s THE DEVIL

AND THE DARK WATER (Sourcebooks Landmark, 463 pp., $26.99)

lies between genres — it is a mystery with an occult
MacGuffin, a demonic symbol that bodes ill for a group of
travelers aboard a United East India Company galleon.
Traveling from Batavia to Amsterdam in 1634, the infa-
mous detective Samuel Pipps, known as the Sparrow, a
man with a legendary mind and a “fragile beauty,” is
brought aboard the ship in manacles, accompanied by his
Watson-like partner, Arent Hayes, a large, sweet-natured
man known as the Bear. This team sets out to uncover a
mystery: A devil by the name of Old Tom is hiding on the
ship, and he must be found.

“The Devil and the Dark Water,” like Turton’s first novel,
“The 7½ Deaths of Eleanor Hardcastle,” is compulsively
readable, slightly over the top and more interested in the
mysteries of character and mise-en-scène than the rigors
of plot. The horror elements are entertaining rather than
terrifying, perfect for readers who like a little occult with
their mystery but dare not get entangled in anything too
scary. While there were times when I felt the novel un-
folded a bit too slowly — it is 463 pages, and could easily
have been shorter — Pipps and Hayes are such charming
company that I was happy to travel with them for the ex-
tended journey.

ON THE OPPOSITE end of the spectrum is TINY NIGHTMARES

(Catapult, 289 pp., paper, $16.95), a collection of short horror
stories that entertain and frighten in the time it takes to
boil water for tea. It brings together established horror
writers — Samantha Hunt and Brian Evenson among
them — with those who have published only a story or two,
and the result is thrilling in its variety. With so many au-
thors, it is inevitably diverse, the stories representing a
wide range of horror, everything from the speculative to
the political, the playful to the eerie to the visceral and ter-
rifying. The editors, Lincoln Michel and Nadxieli Nieto,
chose stories that deliver a huge emotional impact, their
power directly inverse to their word count.

Some of my favorites were the eerie “Parakeets,” by

Kevin Brockmeier, in which a cage of birds begin to speak
in voices not their own, and the creepy “We’ve Been in
Enough Places to Know,” by Corey Farrenkopf, which
mixes social inequity with cryptozoology when a group of
squatters encounters a “creature living in the basement
. . . gurgling at all hours.” Helen McClory’s spooky “Gabri-
el Metsu, Man Writing a Letter, c. 1664-66” is a tale of a
museum docent who sees ghosts in paintings, the epony-
mous Gabriel Metsu in particular. Like Oscar Wilde’s “The
Picture of Dorian Gray,” the story captures the terror of
replication — the frightening possibility that a copy might
prove as powerful as the original. Or even more so.

MANNEQUINS, LIKE STATUES and haunted dolls, terrify
not because of their monstrous features, but the opposite:
They are scarily perfect. With a placid, vacuous expres-
sion and an icy indifference to the suffering of the living, a
mannequin demonstrates that human feeling is in itself ir-
relevant. Theirs is the horror of chill perfection, and in
their presence one experiences the unsettling sensation of
being undone by a simulation.

In NIGHT OF THE MANNEQUINS (Tordotcom, 135 pp., paper,

$13.99), Stephen Graham Jones taps into these elements to
explore the disruptions of growing up. A group of high school
friends discover Manny, “a naked white mannequin” like a
“giant Ken doll,” their sophomore year near a creek. All that
year, Manny is passed around among them and then forgot-
ten. When their senior year arrives, the narrator decides to
“bring him back for this perfect prank” as a way of “honoring
the kids we’d been.” The result is not what he expected, and
makes for a horror novella that is both weird and uncanny by
turns. Suffused with questions about the nature of change
and friendship, “Night of the Mannequins” is a fairy tale of
impermanence showcasing Graham Jones’s signature style
of smart, irreverent horror.

A DARKER LOOK at mannequins is found in Junji Ito’s graphic
adaptation of Edogawa Ranpo’s story “An Unearthly Love.”
A wife overhears her husband making love to his mistress in
an attic and, returning later, she discovers “a cold, lifeless
doll. The sheer verisimilitude of it was such that it made me
gasp and shudder.” Her revenge on the mannequin is abso-
lute, as is everything in this insanely scary collection of
graphic stories, VENUS IN THE BLIND SPOT (Viz Media, 272 pp.,

$22.99). The book showcases some of Ito’s most loved shorter
pieces, such as the visually arresting “Billions Alone,” in
which the discovery of two corpses “firmly sewn together”
with fishing line opens into a national mystery as more and
more bodies are discovered tethered together. I particularly
liked another Ranpo adaptation, “The Human Chair,” about
“an ugly furniture maker who was carried away by a violent
passion” and “hid himself inside of a chair he had built and
gave himself over to the pleasures of his perversion.” “Edo-
gawa Ranpo” is the Japanese pronunciation of Edgar Allan
Poe, and the pen name of Taro Hirai (1894-1965).

THE 1964 FRENCH novel THE TENANT (Valancourt, 176 pp.,

$15.99), by Roland Topor, was adapted into a horror film by
Roman Polanski in 1976 — eight years after his iconic “Rose-
mary’s Baby” — and then largely forgotten; it’s just been re-
issued with a new introduction by R. B. Russell. Translated
by Francis Price, the novel follows the disenfranchised and
arguably sociopathic Monsieur Trelkovsky as he moves into
an apartment in Paris, and is quickly ostracized by his neigh-
bors. The central dilemma Trelkovsky faces is one of era-
sure: He desperately wants to find a home, but he can’t find
his place. He was forced from his former apartment, and
thinks: “Others would come into it . . . and kill off forever any
lingering assumption that a certain Monsieur Trelkovsky
had lived here before. Unceremoniously, from one day to the
next he would have vanished.”

Menacing neighbors is a subject Topor knew intimately.
During World War II, his father was imprisoned in a camp in
Pithiviers, and escaped before he could be sent to Auschwitz.
Topor’s French landlady turned on the family, took their pos-
sessions and tried to inform the government of his father’s
whereabouts. After the war, they sued her for their pos-
sessions and returned to their former apartment, where they
remained, paying rent to the woman who had betrayed them.

In his introduction, Russell writes that “The Tenant” is
“not so much a book about becoming an outsider. . . . It is
about the absurdity of that society we all crave to be a part
of.” While Topor, who was also a visual artist, is most often
thought of as a surrealist, “The Tenant” is naturalistic, its
portrait of predatory neighbors plausible in a way that de-
mands one consider the banality of our tormentors: Even
that mundane guy down the hall with bad breath and a comb-
over is capable of evil. 0
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CURSES ARE A singularly feminine concept
in our culture. The word often conjures up
images of old hags performing wicked
deeds and witches entrancing helpless,
pure souls. Menstruation is sometimes re-
ferred to as “the curse”; in Genesis, God
punished Eve with the pain of childbirth af-
ter she ate from the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil. Whether in the Bible,
“The Scarlet Letter” or “Carrie,” female
misbehavior — or just femaleness itself —
reaps disastrous consequences.

In her adult debut, “Plain Bad Heroines,”
Emily M. Danforth presents a layered, farci-

cal take on the sins of woman — though after
623 pages, it remains unclear what, exactly,
her take is. The novel centers on two narra-
tives: one set at the Brookhants School for
Girls in the early 1900s, the other set circa
2015, as a cast of young women return to the
school to film a movie about its grisly end.

Though Brookhants is fictional, both
narratives hinge on “The Story of Mary
MacLane,” a very real memoir published
in 1902. Originally titled “I Await the Dev-
il’s Coming,” the book detailed the 19-year-
old’s precocity, boredom with feminine ex-
pectations and attraction to women. In its
time the book was considered so radical
that this paper speculated that the author
may not actually exist.

“Plain Bad Heroines” opens by quoting
“The Story of Mary MacLane”: “I wish
someone would write a book about a plain,
bad heroine,” MacLane wrote, “so that I
might feel in real sympathy with her.”

Danforth then introduces five heroines,
none of whom seem particularly plain (two
are Hollywood actresses) or bad. In 1902
Rhode Island, Principal Libbie Brookhants
and her lover, Alex, battle an impending
evil as it settles over the school. In the

mid-2010s, the B-list actress Audrey Wells
stars in “The Happenings at Brookhants”
alongside Harper Harper, an “indie-film
darling turned celesbian-megastar influ-
encer.” The film, a historical retelling with
a “Blair Witch”-style, pseudo-documenta-
ry twist, is based on a book of the same
name by the prickly wunderkind Merritt
Emmons, also along for the ride. As Aud-
rey, Harper and Merritt all develop the
film, they are barraged with curselike phe-
nomena. The 1902 story attempts to ex-
plain said curse’s origins.

Yet ultimately, “Plain Bad Heroines” ex-
plains very little. Though no words feel
wasted — this is, after all, about a movie
within a movie, based on a book within a
book — both narratives end anticlimac-
tically. The true story of the Brookhants
curse comes in fast and bewildering, like a
swarm of yellow jackets. And there is a
problem of literal anticlimax in the modern
story line: Though Audrey, Harper and
Merritt are all attracted to one another,
“Plain Bad Heroines” is shyer about lesbi-
an sex than Danforth’s earlier, Y.A. novel,
“The Miseducation of Cameron Post.”

The literary skill Danforth demonstrat-
ed in that bildungsroman is still present
here. She uses vivid language to capture
each time and place, in a narrative that is
rare even among lesbian fiction: Not one of
the five leading women is straight. And
Danforth’s own experience with book-to-
film adaptation — “Cameron Post” hit the
big screen in 2018 — has drenched “Plain
Bad Heroines” in knowing cinematic wit.

But as critics once wrote of MacLane,
Danforth’s brash narration is as much a li-
ability as it is an asset. By the end of the
book, her footnote-loving omniscient nar-
rator has turned this lovable quirk into a
blunt instrument. We know this writer is
infinitely knowledgeable about Rhode Is-
land, Hollywood, Mary MacLane, witch
hunts and horror movies. But underneath
this deluge of theory, Danforth’s plot is
cursed to end in maddening ambiguity.

“Plain Bad Heroines” is neither plain
nor bad, but the spell it casts is merely a
glamour, beguiling readers with clever
quips and striking imagery. Danforth’s
prose lingers, hinting at some deeper,
transformative truth, before it slips away
without achieving true alchemy. 0

Leading Ladies
Revisiting a controversial diary, with a Hollywood twist.

By LENA WILSON

PLAIN BAD HEROINES
By Emily M. Danforth

623 pp. William Morrow/HarperCollins Publish-
ers. $27.99.

LENA WILSON is a project manager at The
Times and a freelance writer covering film,
TV, technology and lesbian culture.

IT IS AUGUST 1959 and we are at the end of
the pier in Brighton, England, watching
the kind of seaside variety show that is al-
ready slipping into history. The stars of the
show are Jack, the M.C., and a handsome
young magician called Pablo who, togeth-
er with his shimmering assistant, Eve, has
taken the summer season by storm. Fur-
ther down the bill is the usual job lot of jug-
glers and plate spinners (and a talking
teddy bear). While Jack goes through his
jaunty schtick — “you’re in Brighton, folks,
so bloody well brighten up!” — he simulta-
neously fights the panicky realization that

this whole performance is taking place “on
a flimsy structure built over swirling wa-
ter.”

This is classic Graham Swift territory, a
place where the present always feels
caught between a richer past and a fea-
tureless future. Swift’s central characters
are constantly assailed by the suspicion
that they have been set down in the wrong
time, obliged to live out a life that might
have been theirs if they were two decades
older. Jack, in particular, has spotted that
the world of working-class conviviality at
which he excels as a 28-year-old will be
swept away by television, not to mention
the Beatles. “The future’s elsewhere, don’t
you think?” he urgently asks Eve, who at
this point is simply relieved that she and
Pablo are such a hit with this week’s audi-
ence.

Just how right Jack’s prediction turns
out to be is one of the main threads of this
very short novel. In flashbacks narrated
by an elderly Eve in 2009, we learn how
Jack managed to ride those changes in
taste and technology to become a much-
loved television star and producer — not
bad for “an old song-and-dance man.” Eve
knows this story well because she has been

married to Jack for nearly 50 years; she’s
his “managing director” and the minder of
“the all-important little key in the small of
his back” that she winds up to get him go-
ing.

But it is neither charismatic Jack nor
steely Eve whose back story sits at the
heart of this novel. That space belongs to
the third member of the Brighton trio, the
suave magician Pablo, who is actually Ron-
nie Deane from the East End of London.
Swift is in his element describing Ronnie’s
social transformation, which begins when
he is evacuated as a child during the war to
genteel Oxford, where he lodges with a
childless couple, the Lawrences. From Eric
Lawrence, who dabbles in stage magic,
Ronnie picks up the spectacular sleights of
hand that will enable him to make white
rabbits appear from nowhere and build an
act that involves running Eve through with
a sword twice nightly.

“Here we are!” is the anxiously bright
phrase adopted by Ronnie’s foster mother,
a relieved response to the fact that every-
one she is fond of, including her cockney
foster son, is gathered safely under her
roof. It also acts as an unwitting reproach
to young Ronnie, who feels guiltily relieved
that his real mother, a house cleaner, is not
here to disturb his newly sophisticated life,
but remains instead at a safe distance in
bomb-spattered London.

Just at the point when some of this might
begin to feel too familiar — there are struc-
tural and tonal elements that sharply re-
call 

“Mothering Sunday,” Swift’s most recent
and much-praised novel — we are pro-
pelled into something extraordinary. Back
now in Brighton in 1959, Eve tells Ronnie
that she can’t marry him, but wants to be
with Jack instead. In response Ronnie
pulls off one last, and quite staggering, illu-
sion. Swift’s closing account of a mundane
world momentarily pierced by a shaft of
numinous mystery is magnificent. It is
what he did so brilliantly in “Waterland”
(1983), his breakthrough magic realist
novel, and what he has rigorously steered
clear from since. How delightful it is, then,
to see a glimpse of that other Graham Swift
— flamboyant, luxurious, outrageous even
— back before our very eyes. 0

Fading Glory
A novel considers the slow death of the live variety show.

By KATHRYN HUGHES
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By Graham Swift

195 pp. Alfred A. Knopf. $22.95.
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torians Undone.”
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TO DESCRIBE A bushfire is to describe a
monster. We speak of flanks, fingers, tails
and tongues, Chloe Hooper observes in
“The Arsonist,” of a predatory, devouring
hunger. On Feb. 7, 2009, a rough beast

slouched its way across Victoria, Austral-
ia’s southernmost mainland state. The con-
ditions were explosive: a dozen years of
drought; a breathless, record-breaking
swelter; and gale-force winds. That Satur-
day — later known as Black Saturday —
400 separate fires raged, which claimed 173
lives and generated the equivalent heat of
500 atomic bombs. It was a dark herald of
the annihilation future fire seasons would
bring.

The latest book by the Australian writer

tells the story of just one of the Black Satur-
day bushfires, a blaze deliberately lit on the
outskirts of Churchill in the Latrobe Valley
— coal country. Only 1 percent of Austral-
ia’s bushfire arsonists are ever caught, so
when a suspect emerged within days, de-
tectives were wary: “Surely the very first
person they were narrowing in on couldn’t
be the one?” Brendan Sokaluk, whose dis-
tinctive, sky-blue sedan had been aban-
doned meters from the ignition point, ad-
mitted responsibility, but not intent. The
Churchill blaze — which left 11 dead — had
been an accident, he insisted, the result of a
wayward cigarette.

With propulsive energy, “The Arsonist”
follows the case against Sokaluk, a 39-year-
old former volunteer firefighter, from the
arson investigation’s first frantic hours to
the courtroom verdict. But first, Hooper
takes us into the belly of the beast: birds
falling from the sky with their wings burn-
ing; beehives combusting from the radiant
heat; farewell texts escaping from fire-rav-
aged homes (“Dad im dead I love u”). The
elemental terror of Black Saturday re-
quires little embellishment, only the quiet
dignity of witness. It’s this restraint — as
intelligent as it is compassionate — that el-
evates “The Arsonist” from slick true-

crime procedural to cultural time capsule.
What kind of mind wills the red havoc of

a bushfire? Sokaluk’s trial pitted two ver-
sions of that answer against each other: a
cunning, ice-hearted sociopath, and a long-
persecuted naïf. “Brendan was both
things,” Hooper writes. “Guileful and guile-
less, shrewd and naïve.” But how much
easier it is, she shows, to conjure a
devil than to confront more nebu-
lous and unrelenting foes, like
corporate negligence or climate
change.

Hooper did not attend the
trial, nor did she interview
Sokaluk. Relying on transcripts
and reports, she renders him in sil-
houette: the schooling that left
him barely literate; the work-
places that treated him as a “‘half-wit’
whipping boy”; the health system that
failed to diagnose his autism until his trial;
and his town emptied of jobs when Vic-
toria’s energy infrastructure was priva-
tized. And so “The Arsonist” becomes a
sharp-edged portrait of social as well as py-
romaniacal desolation — a “sociology of
fire.” “The arsonist may be a misfit, an out-
lier, even a sociopath,” Hooper writes, “but
he inhabits the same environment and the

same community as his victims.”
Hooper, a lauded investigative writer

and gothic novelist, has been described as
an “antipodean Joan Didion,” but Australia
has its own tradition of evocative reportage
that excavates the human from the inhu-
man. At its best, that tradition produces

rich cartographies of discomfort and
doubt (as in the work of the mighty

Helen Garner). But Hooper is
largely absent from “The Arson-
ist.” She disguises her authorial
presence as a kind of cool-
headed omnipotence. When
she does appear in her book’s fi-

nal pages, she is slippery even to
herself: “I have spent years trying
to understand this man and what
he did, my own motivation some-

times as indecipherable as he is.”
It’s a palpable absence from a project so

determinedly humane, one that raises so
many questions about culpability, blame
and collective responsibility. Learning who
Sokaluk is does not absolve him of his mis-
deeds, but it does not absolve us either.
“The small world of someone like Brendan
is not so unconnected to our own as it might
seem,” Hooper writes. “We ignore this at
our peril.” 0
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AT THE CENTER of Jennifer Hofmann’s
gripping debut novel, “The Standardiza-
tion of Demoralization Procedures” — set
on the eve of the fall of the Berlin Wall — is
a manual by the same name. Its author,
Bernd Zeiger, an aging and ailing cog in the
ministerial wheel of the German Demo-
cratic Republic (known in America as East
Germany), considers it “his life’s work, a
substantial volume, the closest he’d come
to fathering.” Timeworn yet ubiquitous,

the manual flatters and haunts the middle-
aged Zeiger like a nefarious but artful off-
spring. Providing such strategies as creat-
ing “an aura of misunderstanding” to in-
crease confession rates, its ultimate goal is
to dissolve the victim’s consciousness into
a spiral of self-doubt. “The self is a vessel
that when turned upside down will empty
itself of meaning,” Zeiger thinks. “It will
grasp, cling to itself, turn in on itself, wit-
ness itself, go insane in that way.”

But Zeiger, who like most of his fellow
East Germans drives a Trabant and drinks
Kaffee Mix (a mixture of “coffee, pea flour
and disgrace”), is himself on the verge of
dissolution. Suffering from chills, aches,
seizures and nosebleeds, he senses his
own approaching death, as noxious as the
“air of quiet catastrophe” on his street,
where the specter of Chernobyl lingers. He
moves through the city invisible and
soundless, alienated from both his sur-
roundings and himself.

Yet within his impassivity lives one ob-
session: Lara, the waitress at the corner
cafe who used to serve him cheese toast
and milk coffee daily, and to whom he once
confessed all of his deeds and misdeeds —
including his involvement in the conviction
of Johannes Held, a physicist whom he si-
multaneously befriended and betrayed for
a confession. The morning after his own
unburdening, Lara mysteriously disap-
peared.

The young woman’s absence is but one of
many vanishings in the novel. Also gone are
several youths: Held, who once researched
quantum entanglement in the Arizona
desert alongside American scientists who
were conducting experiments on teleporta-
tion; Mexican children in that same desert;
and now Zeiger himself, who’s slowly slip-
ping from his own life. Encompassing these
vanishings is a more absolute void: the ab-
sence of memory, confiscated by the state
and replaced by ideology.

Of his childhood, Zeiger retains little. His

father served in the war and was later sent
to a Soviet prison camp; his mother read
him “Struwwelpeter” stories (19th-cen-
tury cautionary tales for children by Hein-
rich Hoffmann) and once took him to see
the preserved corpse of Knight Kahlbutz in
the catacombs of Kampehl. His first con-
scious moment arrived when one winter
morning during the war, his mother took
him to Lake Müggelsee and threw him into
the icy water, leaving him to sink underwa-
ter before retrieving him. “Men don’t catch
death,” she told him afterward, believing
she had made him invincible. When years
later, in 1954, his father’s ashes were sent
from the prison camp in a small box, his
mother killed herself with her Walther
service gun. Following her death, what-

ever was left behind — her collection of
Meissen porcelain, her Solingen silver,
some jewelry, her Walther and his father’s
wartime pin of the “grinning skull” (the
Totenkopf, the insignia of the SS) — was
confiscated by the state. A final act of liqui-
dation, not only of property, but also of
memory.

When Zeiger is promoted and tasked
with drafting the manual, his father’s pin
and his mother’s gun are curiously re-
turned to him. “They’re valuable,” his su-

pervisor says of these totems. “You’re
moving up the ladder, so no more secrets
between us. You should have them back.”
To this unusual recognition of individuality
the supervisor adds, “For all we care
around here, Hitler was from the West.”

This is important, and perhaps not
stressed enough in the novel. Designating
Hitler as a legacy of West Germany was
among the tenets of the German Demo-
cratic Republic, which crafted a historiog-
raphy of itself as a longtime opponent and
victim of fascism. Wartime guilt, and all its
associated convulsions, were therefore as-
signed to those living on the western side
of the wall. While this may not answer “the
whys and the hows” Zeiger seeks, it does
serve as a reminder that even the negation
of history — misguided and doomed to fail
— arises from human frailty, our inability
to reckon with ourselves.

Hofmann portrays this pervasive sense
of syncope through rhythmic prose and
powerful allusions to faith in an amoral
world. The elevator at the ministry is a pa-
ternoster (a term that also means “the
Lord’s Prayer”), the TV tower reflects the
harsh daylight in “the shape of a near-per-
fect cross” (a phenomenon people call “the
pope’s revenge”) and through a shared
wall Zeiger hears his neighbor listening to
Depeche Mode’s “Personal Jesus.”

She also establishes an effective tension
between the German penchant for order
(manifested through repetition of the
phrase alles in Ordnung) and the sudden
eruptions of chaos: at the bakery, on the
bus, in the streets — and in Zeiger’s own
aging body. Hofmann heightens this sense
of entropy with evocative descriptions of
people and places. While humans are lik-
ened to animals (a soldier’s teeth are
“sharp like a bat’s,” the elderly remind
Zeiger of “vultures,” a woman has a “toad-
like mouth”), environments are anthropo-
morphized: “The day was losing shape,”
Zeiger thinks. “It was bleeding at the
edges, hemorrhaging purpose.” This rhet-
orical inversion reinforces the manual’s
very goal of disorientating and capsizing
the self.

But the capsizing, which reaches a pin-
nacle at the novel’s clever, dramatic end —
a testament to the manual’s perfect tri-
umph — may nonetheless be too neat a res-
olution, historically. East Germany im-
ploded, but neither its creation nor its de-
mise was as vacuous as the novel suggests.
Throughout the book Zeiger is told that
“the why” does not matter. That is proba-
bly true. And yet, Tolstoy’s oft-repeated
lines, “All happy families resemble one an-
other; every unhappy family is unhappy in
its own way,” perhaps could also apply to
authoritarian governments. While they
share common aspects, they are, each of
them, particular to their time and to the
culture and history from which they arise.
What Hofmann’s novel could have ex-
plored further is this: What made this one
possible? 0

Revisionist History
In this debut novel, an aging East German is losing his sense of self.

By DALIA SOFER

THE STANDARDIZATION OF 
DEMORALIZATION PROCEDURES
By Jennifer Hofmann

261 pp. Little, Brown & Company. $27.

DAVID PLUNKERT

DALIA SOFER is the author, most recently, of
“Man of My Time.”

A manual’s ultimate goal is to
dissolve the victim’s consciousness
into a spiral of self-doubt.
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AT THE BEGINNING of the year — a lifetime
ago — I considered calling a witch. A few
friends had recommended her, and I
thought she might offer me new ways to
think about my purpose and gifts. A year
before that, when I was pregnant and suf-
fering from sciatica, my hairstylist gave
me her healer’s business card. (Now you
know: Healers have business cards.)

I didn’t end up calling either woman, but
they persist in my thoughts. Someday, I
think, they might guide or cure me.

So I may be the perfect reader for Alice
Hoffman’s novels about the Owens family,
whose bloodline vibrates with witchy
power. The Owens women possess gray
eyes, an expertise with nightshades and a
vast knowledge of spells, particularly
those for love.

Hoffman’s latest, “Magic Lessons,” is the
third of these books. Her first, “Practical
Magic,” which was a best seller and the ba-
sis of a popular film, follows two orphaned
sisters sent to Massachusetts to live with
their aunts in a mysterious house where
there “were no clocks and no mirrors and

three locks on each and every door.” After
twilight, the aunts are visited by desperate
women. Some need a tea for an upset stom-
ach, or an herb for nerves, but most want
help with love. The story of the Owens sis-
ters, and the daughters of the next genera-
tion, is one of trying — and failing — to es-
chew love, and even magic, in the name of
self-protection. Oh, if only.

Like the second book (“Rules for
Magic”), “Magic Lessons” is a prequel,
though it goes much further back, to the
late 17th century, to tell the story of the ma-
triarch, Maria Owens. Maria built the
aunts’ house; it’s her portrait that hung on
the staircase landing for 192 years. A brief
biography in the first novel becomes, in
“Magic Lessons,” a rich, continent-leaping
epic of Maria’s life. She is discovered in a
snowy field in rural England, in 1664, by
Hannah Owens, who is known to practice
the “Nameless Art.” Hannah herself was
imprisoned for her skills and, when she
finds Maria, she is living in the woods,
“apart from the delusions and bad inten-
tions of men.”

Soon, Hannah recognizes the child’s
gifts, and teaches Maria everything she
knows. When Maria is 10, they discover
that her birth mother is also a witch — and
that she has made some bad decisions in
the name of love, just as her descendants
one day will do.

Tragedy brings Maria to indentured
servitude on the island of Curaçao. There
she falls for a rich merchant and becomes
pregnant. Her child, Faith, also has the
sight. It’s predictable that the man Maria is
infatuated with is no Mr. Right. “The wom-
en in their family had the talent of the
Nameless Art,” Maria’s birth mother con-
fesses, “but they all had difficulties with
love.”

Maria’s beloved also happens to be the
historical figure John Hathorne, one of the
judges in the Salem witch trials. When Ma-
ria heads to the Massachusetts Bay Colony
to track John down, we know things won’t
pan out as she’d hoped. The historical irony
provides a protracted Girl don’t go in there!
brand of suspense; it’s enjoyable, if a little
on the nose.

This is merely the first third of the novel,
which takes us from Maria’s devotion to
John Hathorne to her revenge on him, to
Faith’s development as a witch and her
turn to dark magic. And beyond.

A lot happens, yet the plot doesn’t feel
overstuffed. Storytelling is in Hoffman’s
bones, and the skill with which she dis-
penses information and compresses time,
so that a year passes in a sentence, so that
a tragedy witnessed becomes the propeller
for a hundred-page subplot, is (forgive me)
bewitching. My current reality feels cha-
otic and confusing; to have a narrator take
my hand and tell me that linden root and
yarrow will cure a racing heart, that
witches turn silver dull with their touch, is
an undiluted pleasure.

But for all its delights, “Magic Lessons”
is dark. Witch after witch suffers at the
hands of ignorant, cruel men. “It was a
dangerous world for women,” the narrator
declares, “and more dangerous for a wom-
an whose very bloodlines would have her
do not as she was ordered, but as she
pleased.” That this novel is both fantasy
and history is crucial. Actual women in Sa-
lem, Mass., and, before that, in Essex
County, England, were murdered. “There
were other ways to be rid of a woman who
didn’t behave,” Hoffman writes. “You held
her head under water until she could no
longer speak.” Twenty-five years ago,
when the Owens family appeared in “Prac-
tical Magic,” the tone was whimsical and
cute. “Magic Lessons” is neither.

Witchcraft comes at a price to those who
practice it, and with this novel, Hoffman re-
minds us that every woman, magical or not,
pays, be it with her life, or how she must
dress, or whom she must marry. We’ve al-
ways known that, for certain women, the
cost is higher. This deeper subject is so res-
onant that, at times, the novel’s love theme
struck me as contrived, even irrelevant, a
vestige of a franchise that has grown
darker and deeper. However, the discon-
nect did not inhibit my enjoyment; Hoff-
man’s book swept me away during a time I
most needed it.

Which reminds me: I need to call that
witch. 0

Witch Hunt
When magic runs in the family.

By EDAN LEPUCKI

MAGIC LESSONS
By Alice Hoffman

416 pp. Simon & Schuster. $27.99.

EDAN LEPUCKI is the author of the novels “Cali-
fornia” and “Woman No. 17.”

IT WAS AS if the Interstate System of high-
ways had been built using volunteer road
crews, working without a map. No one
present at the 1969 creation of the network
that later became the internet imagined
that this niche Pentagon project — built as
a research tool for a small group of aca-
demic computer scientists — would one
day become the backbone of the global
economy.

Fast-forward five decades, and Big Tech
is eating the world. Severe market consoli-
dation has prompted increasingly vig-
orous bipartisan calls to rein in the ex-
cesses of the companies built on the inter-
net. Regulation is essential, lawmakers ar-
gue, both to restore fairness to the online
economy and to protect democracy itself.

Without letting Silicon Valley giants off
the hook, James Ball argues that the fix is
not so simple. The problem isn’t just the
business practices of a few companies, he
explains in his nimble and persuasive new
book, “The Tangled Web We Weave.” It is
the entire system.

Ball, an investigative journalist who was
part of the reporting team for The Guard-
ian that broke Edward Snowden’s 2013 rev-
elations of N.S.A. surveillance, is on famil-
iar terms with the online world’s darker
corners and the role governments and
their spy agencies have played in shaping
them. Drawing on unusually candid inter-
views with a series of tech insiders and
writing in terms that nontechnical readers
can understand, Ball pulls away the soft-
ware curtain to reveal a more complex in-
stitutional and corporate history.

The internet’s greatest strengths — its
nonhierarchical architecture, its scalabil-
ity — allowed it to quickly expand after
American regulators opened the network
up to commercial activity in the early
1990s. Yet the pace of expansion over-
whelmed the organizations tasked with its
maintenance and oversight, such as
ICANN, the registry of domain names, and
revealed the difficulties inherent in having
a global network born in and governed by
America.

Although Ball does not go into great de-
tail about the broader political dynamics,
his tale demonstrates how very much this
timing and context mattered. Emerging as
a commercial platform at a moment when

Reaganite conservatism gave way to Clin-
tonian centrism, the internet became a
system where deep-pocketed industries
prevailed over a public sector withered by
four decades of austerity politics and an in-
creasingly laissez-faire approach to corpo-
rate regulation.

Cable companies grew fatter and richer
on all the internet traffic; venture capital-
ists pushed start-ups to move fast, break

things and cash out at the end. Ball is par-
ticularly helpful in offering a deep dive into
the business of online advertising, whose
tools and tactics make the data privacy in-
trusions of the online world possible, and
whose perverse incentives have both un-
dermined the economics of old media and
clogged our consoles with clickbait.

As Ball chronicles, the relentless com-
mercial tracking of life online created an
opening for more alarming intrusions. The
American government spied on its citizens
and allowed the internet’s insecurities to
be exploited by hackers. China, busily
building up its tech infrastructure as our
own system frays, is willing to take surveil-
lance and industrial espionage even fur-
ther. “This is the world that advertising
capitalism has built,” Ball concludes rue-
fully.

What should we do? “The joy and won-
der of the internet is that everything is con-
nected,” Ball writes. “Clearly, for anyone
trying to look at how to fix its problems, the
fact that everything is connected makes
everything a lot harder, too.” Keenly aware
of the intrusive track record of the national
security state, Ball is reluctant to lean too
hard on the government for answers. In-
stead, he argues, “we need to become sys-
tems thinkers” who recognize that Big
Tech is only one piece of a larger whole.

It is indeed high time to move beyond
the malevolent-overlord thesis of some re-
cent tech critique. This book is refreshing
and necessary in this regard. But we need
to change our institutions as well as our
thinking. As Ball’s evidence makes clear, a
sharp power imbalance between public
and private sectors is at the root of our
problems. We are overdue for a systemic
correction. 0

Root Problems
Finding the faults of the internet at its founding.

By MARGARET O’MARA

THE TANGLED WEB WE WEAVE
Inside the Shadow System That Shapes
the Internet
By James Ball

263 pp. Melville House. $27.99.

MARGARET O’MARA is a contributing opinion
writer for The Times and the author, most
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EVERY NEIGHBORHOOD is haunted. Just
ask its youngest residents. The window
wells are goblin pockets. Demons perch on
power lines. Hedges conceal toothy hor-
rors. These monsters usually dissolve
upon further inspection. But not in Cowslip
Grove.

Evil has descended on the quiet little
town. An invisible force is snatching kids in
the night, erasing them not only from their
beds but from memory, so not even their
loved ones remember they ever existed.
Levi, a shy boy who struggles with change,
and Kat, a boastful conspiracy theorist,

must root out the evil before every last kid
in their town is harvested.

“No Place for Monsters” is an eerily in-
ventive adventure. Kory Merritt’s lan-
guage is arresting in its simplicity and will
certainly give readers a chill. A waning
moon is a toenail. A drainage pipe yawns
“like a monster leech.” Nothingness
strobes and blisters.

And the dialogue is crisp. When Levi
wants to tell the adults about the lurking
horrors, Kat responds, “One, they won’t be-
lieve you, and you’ll be taken away by Men
in White Coats, or two, they will believe
you, and you’ll be taken away by the Men
in Black Suits.”

Merritt’s imagination is a haunted gar-
den, overgrown with fantastic ideas. Bo-
geys undergo performance reviews as
they work their way up the monster corpo-
rate ladder. An abandoned car is trans-
formed into a cryptid research center. The
Boojum, horrifically beautiful on the page,
asks Kat to be its new shepherd. Toss in a
truly unsettling climactic reveal and a sort
of reverse “Coraline” where Levi becomes
unfamiliar to his own mother, and you’ve
got the quintessential Halloween buffet.

In fact, this story might have too many
good ideas. I found myself wishing Merritt
had tended to the more intriguing ones, al-
lowing them to flourish so the reader could
feel the full impact of his brilliance.

Events occasionally feel squished to-
gether. To get to the next haunting mo-
ment, solutions are often dropped in Kat’s
and Levi’s laps. Some of their escapes feel
a little too lucky. One monster doesn’t see
the sport in hunting in tight spaces, so it
lets the kids go. Willow, a sweet chu-
pacabra who could easily win the World’s
Ugliest Dog Contest (and is this reviewer’s
favorite), wilts the tension by rescuing
them from multiple situations.

Elsewhere in the story, Levi’s older sis-
ter behaves cruelly toward him and Kat
succumbs to the Boojum’s taunting, allud-
ing to themes of bullying that might be a
touch darker than the actual monsters on
display. Connecting these separate events
and bringing them into focus could have
lent some real-world resonance to the
book’s otherwise delightful horrors.

Merritt’s art seizes your attention and
does not let go. Nearly every page is crawl-
ing with Gris Grimly-inspired scraggles

and coils, and is inhabited by Burtonesque
characters with messy hair and haunted
eyes. One creature’s peepers are inde-
pendent, skittering insects. Parents might
appreciate the handful of horror Easter
eggs (or should I say spider’s eggs).

Like a fine pumpkin stew, “No Place for
Monsters” is spicy and comforting and
perfectly autumnal, but perhaps could
have used a few more hours in the caldron
to let the flavors blend and open. Trick-or-
treating might have been declared a se-
vere health hazard this season, but Mer-
ritt’s unsettling world is open for some safe
spookery. 0

By CHRISTIAN MCKAY HEIDICKER

CHRISTIAN MCKAY HEIDICKER is the author of the
Newbery Honor-winning “Scary Stories for
Young Foxes” and, as William Shivering,
“Thieves of Weirdwood.”

Children’s Books

Invasion of the Memory Snatchers

NO PLACE FOR MONSTERS
Written and illustrated by Kory Merritt

384 pp. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. $14.99.
(Ages 8 to 12)

“THE WILLOUGHBYS,” published in 2008
and recently adapted for animated film,
opens with its fictional kids riffing on the
fact that the main characters in so many
classics of children’s literature, from “The
Secret Garden” to “Anne of Green Gables,”
are orphans. Thanks to their horrible and

indifferent parents, the four Willoughby
children are hoping to join the list. It’s one
of several “meta” moments in the book,
where the author seems simultaneously to
be in dialogue with young readers and with
the genre itself.

The premise of its madcap sequel — that
thanks to global warming the awful par-
ents who in the previous book froze to

death while hiking in the Swiss Alps have
thawed and returned home — is equally
enthralling. But here the “clever” factor re-
volves around the elder Willoughbys’ dis-
covery of the digital revolution that in their
30-year absence has remade the world.

While the book’s tone remains wedded to
a timeless, absurdist make-believe remi-
niscent of both the works of Roald Dahl and
Lemony Snicket’s “A Series of Unfortunate
Events,” Lois Lowry sprinkles her new vol-
ume with references to Yelp, Facebook,
Uber, Zappos. Among other things, this al-
lows her to engage in wacky wordplay she
clearly relishes.

“You can Google all of this when you get
home,” says the emergency room doctor
treating Mr. and Mrs. Willoughby for food
poisoning, which they contracted after un-
wittingly eating a salad of rhododendron
leaves. “We can what? Google? Is that
what you said? Did you mean gargle?” Mr.
Willoughby replies.

Then-and-now allusions to West Ger-
many and Brexit may pack less of a punch
for the 12-and-under set. But “The
Willoughbys Return” offers plenty of de-
lightful silliness for younger readers too,

from its nuttily arch dialogue to its win-
ningly absurdist plot and subplots. To wit,
Congress has just banned candy, spelling
financial ruin for the oldest Willoughby
kid, now a 42-year-old dad who — in a nod
to “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory” —
operates a candy bar factory he inherited
from an eccentric neighbor who took him
and his siblings in when their parents were
declared dead.

Like Charlie, the impoverished children
who live next door are starved for sweets.
Their hapless father — named, naturally,
Mr. Poore — is off in Alaska knocking on

doors, trying and failing to sell encyclope-
dias. Meanwhile, short of money, Mrs.
Poore attempts to turn her threadbare
home into a bed-and-breakfast. But with-
out enough food to serve for breakfast, she
allows her first guests — the elder
Willoughbys, back in town to reclaim their
former life — to believe that “B. and B.”
stands for bed-and-bathroom.

If the book has a weakness it’s that the
Poore kids — Winston and Winifred (“their
parents, naming the children, had tried for
a Win-Win situation”) — don’t come to life
as fully as the spirited, neglected
Willoughby children in the earlier volume.
The same goes for the Willoughbys’ grand-
son: a rich boy (named, naturally, “Rich-
ie”) whom Lowry doesn’t really develop
past his tendency to recount the special
features of his myriad online purchases.

But these are quibbles. With “The
Willoughbys Return,” Lowry (most fa-
mous for “The Giver”) proves yet again
that she has the imaginative power to
transport. And if ever there were a time
when young readers might wish to escape
to a less constricting and more whimsical
world, surely this is it. 0

By LUCINDA ROSENFELD
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MISSIONARIES, by Phil Klay. (Penguin Press, $28.) The
four converging narratives of this astounding novel
(Klay’s first, after his National Book Award-winning
story collection “Redeployment”) capture the com-
plexities of Colombia’s five-decade war. Klay does
not shy away from the thorny moral questions and
psychological impacts of conflict, and the result is at
once terrifying and thought-provoking.

THE BUTTERFLY LAMPSHADE, by Aimee Bender.
(Doubleday, $26.95.) In this compact surrealist
memory box of a novel, we learn that three times
during the protagonist’s childhood she witnessed a
sort of mystic reification of an object, and she
spends the rest of the novel trying to comprehend
these visitations.

THE DUKE WHO DIDN’T, by Courtney Milan. (Self-
published, 241 pp., e-book, $4.99.) By turns con-
sciously tender and fiercely witty, this is an unal-
loyed charmer about Chloe Fong, a stubborn Chi-
nese-British sauce maker, and Jeremy Yu, the
half-Chinese Duke of Lansing, who’s head over
heels for her, but can’t seem to say so.

A PECULIAR INDIFFERENCE: The Neglected Toll of
Violence on Black America, by Elliott Currie. (Metro-
politan, $27.99.) This essential book by a veteran
legal scholar argues that the extraordinary violence
against Black lives is a result of the nation’s refusal
to address the structural roots of the problem.

WAGNERISM: Art and Politics in the Shadow of
Music, by Alex Ross. (Farrar, Straus & Giroux, $40.)
With enormous intellectual range and subtle artistic
judgment, Ross’s history of ideas probes the nerve
endings of Western society as they are mirrored in
more than a century of reaction to Richard Wagner’s
oeuvre, from George Eliot to “Apocalypse Now.”

CHASING CHOPIN: A Musical Journey Across Three
Centuries, Four Countries, and a Half-Dozen
Revolutions, by Annik LaFarge. (Simon & Schuster,
$27.) This charming and loving book, a combination
of biography, cultural commentary and personal
reflection, radiates out from Chopin’s “Funeral
March” in many directions, addressing subjects like
the composer’s pianos, his Polish identity and his
longtime relationship with George Sand.

HAVING AND BEING HAD, by Eula Biss. (Riverhead,
$26.) Through brief essays composed of anecdotes,
mini-histories and cultural criticism, Biss explores
the contradictions of capitalism from within its
clutch, meditating on the twisted individual experi-
ence of class and money in America.

MILL TOWN: Reckoning With What Remains, by
Kerri Arsenault. (St. Martin’s, $27.99.) Combining
personal history with investigative reporting, Arse-
nault pays loving homage to her family’s tight-knit
Maine town even as she examines the cancers that
have stricken so many residents.

GOD’S SHADOW: Sultan Selim, His Ottoman Em-
pire, and the Making of the Modern World, by Alan
Mikhail. (Liveright, $39.95.) In this revisionist ac-
count, Mikhail says that the Ottoman Empire was
fundamental in shaping the history of Europe and
America, and that the world we inhabit is “very
much an Ottoman one.”
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 1  1TROUBLES IN PARADISE, by Elin Hilderbrand. (Little, Brown)  The final installment of the 
trilogy that includes “Winter in Paradise” and “What Happens in Paradise.”

 2  1THE SEARCHER, by Tana French. (Viking)  After a divorce, a former Chicago police officer 
resettles in an Irish village where a boy goes missing.

 3 1 2THE RETURN, by Nicholas Sparks. (Grand Central)  A doctor serving in the Navy in 
Afghanistan goes back to North Carolina where two women change his life.

 4  1LEAVE THE WORLD BEHIND, by Rumaan Alam. (Ecco)  A family vacation in an isolated 
part of Long Island is thrown into confusion when the home’s owners return claiming New 
York City is having a blackout.

 5  1THE INVISIBLE LIFE OF ADDIE LARUE, by V.E. Schwab. (Tor/Forge)  A Faustian bargain 
comes with a curse that affects the adventure Addie LaRue has across centuries.

 6 3 4THE EVENING AND THE MORNING, by Ken Follett. (Viking)  In a prequel to “The Pillars of 
the Earth,” a boatbuilder, a Norman noblewoman and a monk live in England under attack 
by the Welsh and the Vikings.

 7  1MAGIC LESSONS, by Alice Hoffman. (Simon & Schuster)  In a prequel to “Practical Magic,” 
Maria Owens invokes a curse that will haunt her family in Salem, Mass.

 8 8 5ANXIOUS PEOPLE, by Fredrik Backman. (Atria)  A failed bank robber holds a group of 
strangers hostage at an apartment open house.

 9 5 3THE BOOK OF TWO WAYS, by Jodi Picoult. (Ballantine)  After surviving a plane crash, a 
death doula travels to Egypt to reconnect with an old flame who is an archaeologist.

 10  10WALK THE WIRE, by David Baldacci. (Grand Central)  The sixth book in the Memory Man 
series. Decker and Jamison investigate a murder in a town in a fracking boom.

 1  1HUMANS, by Brandon Stanton. (St. Martin’s)  Photos and stories of people from over 40 
countries collected by the creator of “Humans of New York.”

 2  1IS THIS ANYTHING?, by Jerry Seinfeld. (Simon & Schuster)  The comedian shares material 
he collected in an accordion folder over the last 45 years.

 3  1THE 99% INVISIBLE CITY, by Roman Mars and Kurt Kohlstedt. (Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt)  A look at the design and architecture of various and sometimes unexpected 
elements that make cities function.

 4 2 4RAGE, by Bob Woodward. (Simon & Schuster)  Based on 17 on-the-record interviews 
with President Trump and other reporting, the Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist details the 
president’s perspective on multiple crises.

 5 3 10CASTE, by Isabel Wilkerson. (Random House)  The Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist 
reveals a rigid hierarchy in America today.

 6 4 5KILLING CRAZY HORSE, by Bill O’Reilly and Martin Dugard. (Holt)  The ninth book in the 
conservative commentator’s Killing series focuses on conflicts with Native Americans.

 7 12 4BLACKOUT, by Candace Owens. (Threshold Editions)  The conservative commentator 
makes her case that Black Americans should part ways with the Democratic Party.

 8  1UNDAUNTED, by John O. Brennan. (Celadon)  The former C.I.A. director recounts key 
moments from his career and evaluates national security policies and actions.

 9 1 2THE MEANING OF MARIAH CAREY, by Mariah Carey with Michaela Angela Davis. (Andy 
Cohen/Holt)  The career highlights and private struggles of the singer and songwriter.

 10 7 31UNTAMED, by Glennon Doyle. (Dial)  The activist and public speaker describes her journey 
of listening to her inner voice.
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Doyenne of Dystopia Marie Lu may
be the only writer in recent memory
who has been inspired by a political
convention. In 2016, watching the Demo-
cratic National Convention, the young
adult author was moved by Khizr Khan’s

speech about his son,
Humayun, who died
saving fellow soldiers
in Iraq. She says, “I
could not stop thinking
about how many
young people from
marginalized walks of
life go off to war to
fight for us, to protect
us, then come back to
a country that doesn’t
give them the respect
they deserve. That

idea haunted me and it haunts me still.”
Lu, the mastermind behind the wildly

popular Legend series, poured that
frustrated energy into her new novel,
“Skyhunter,” which appeared at No. 8 on
last week’s young adult hardcover list.
Set 5,000 years in the future in what she
describes as a “regressed society,” the
story follows a refugee who defends her
country against an evil federation that
has taken over the rest of the world. The
book is definitely striking a chord with
its audience. On Amazon, a reviewer
wrote, “ ‘Skyhunter’ subtly (and some-
times not quite so) delves into complex
themes, including the refugee experi-
ence, corruption in government, nation-
alism and the caste system.” On
Goodreads, another enthusiast put it like
this: “I wish Lu wrote my textbooks
because I can’t seem to get enough of
her books.”

“Skyhunter” is Lu’s second best-
selling novel in 2020; the first was “The
Kingdom of Back,” which came out in
March, just as the pandemic started to
gather steam. Still, in the midst of all the
uncertainty, the Los Angeles-based
author continued to rise before dawn to
squeeze in exercise or writing before her
toddler woke up. (“I would rather write
than exercise. Always.”) Lu says the
biggest immediate change in her life has
been a sense of exhaustion and “trying
to find creativity when we’re not allowed
to partake in each other.” She explains,
“I’m inspired by places I see and people
I talk to — friends, family, strangers. It
was strange to be physically cut off from
people. I feel that difference when I sit
down to write.”

Lu says her fans keep her focused on
her work, especially the ones who are
“out in the streets marching for these
huge issues like climate change and gun
control.” She says, “Teenagers shouldn’t
have to take on these things. They
should be worrying about prom, grades
and crushes. But young people have
always been harbingers of change —
and if we’re going to come out of this it’s
because of them. I’m so grateful.” 0

Inside the List
ELISABETH EGAN

‘Young people
have always
been harbin-
gers of
change.’

ME, by Elton John. (St. Martin’s
Griffin, 416 pp., $19.99.) “You can
see a regular person becoming a
star in real time,” Touré, our re-
viewer, wrote of this memoir about
how Reginald Dwight became
Elton John — from learning mental
toughness by performing at a pub
where fights broke out, to ending
his engagement to a woman, to
entering the clothing shop where
he found his trademark outré
fashion. The paperback edition has
been updated with a new chapter.

CREATURES, by Crissy Van Meter.
(Algonquin, 272 pp., $15.95.) It’s the
night before Evie’s wedding and
her fiancé may be lost at sea in this
“vivid” debut novel whose island
setting — a mix of “splendor and
terror and rage,” as our reviewer,
Laura van den Berg, put it —
matches the “emotional ballast” of
the heroine’s relationship with her
“magnetic but reckless” father.

SLEEP DONATION, by Karen Russell.
(Vintage, 160 pp., $16.) In this 2014
novella, Russell describes the hold
of a deadly plague of insomnia on a
futuristic America with “ ‘Twilight
Zone’-like inventiveness” and the
“brio of a natural fantasist” who
has a knack for “blending the real
and surreal, the psychological and
the sci-fi,” according to the former
Times critic Michiko Kakutani.

BORDER WARS: Inside Trump’s
Assault on Immigration, by Julie
Hirschfeld Davis and Michael D.
Shear. (Simon & Schuster, 496 pp.,
$18.) This “exquisitely reported,”
“scrupulously fair” account by two
Times correspondents of the presi-
dent’s policies toward immigrants,
nativism and separating children
from parents at the border, our
reviewer, Joe Klein, argued, is
“essential reading for those search-
ing for the ‘beating heart’ of the
Trump administration.”

10 MINUTES 38 SECONDS IN THIS
STRANGE WORLD, by Elif Shafak.
(Bloomsbury, 336 pp., $18.) The title
of this “bold, subversive” novel
shortlisted for the 2019 Booker
Prize refers to the last moments of
an Istanbul prostitute’s conscious-
ness after her violent murder:
“Leila’s heart has already stopped
beating,” explained our reviewer,
Julia Phillips, “but her thoughts
sputter on.” Phillips called the work
“a stunning portrait of a city, a
society, a small community and a
single soul.”

IMAGINARY FRIEND, by Stephen
Chbosky. (Grand Central, 736 pp.,
$16.99.) “An ambitious tale nar-
rated through multiple perspec-
tives, mashing together horror,
fairy tales and the (rewritten)
Bible” is how our reviewer, Eliza-
beth Macneal, summed up this
novel published 20 years after “The
Perks of Being a Wallflower.”

Paperback Row / B Y J E N N I F E R K R AU S S

PRINT |  HARDCOVER BEST SELLERS
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WEEK NonfictionTHIS 

WEEK
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WEEK Fiction WEEKS 

ON LIST

 1 1 2THE RETURN, by Nicholas Sparks. (Grand Central)  A doctor 
serving in the Navy in Afghanistan goes back to North 
Carolina where two women change his life.

 2  1TROUBLES IN PARADISE, by Elin Hilderbrand. (Little, Brown)  
The final installment of the trilogy that includes “Winter in 
Paradise” and “What Happens in Paradise.”

 3  1LEAVE THE WORLD BEHIND, by Rumaan Alam. (Ecco)  A 
family vacation in an isolated part of Long Island is thrown 
into confusion when the home’s owners return claiming New 
York City is having a blackout.

 4  1THE INVISIBLE LIFE OF ADDIE LARUE, by V. E. Schwab. (Tor/
Forge)  A Faustian bargain comes with a curse that affects 
the adventure Addie LaRue has across centuries.

 5  1THE SEARCHER, by Tana French. (Viking)  After a divorce, 
a former Chicago police officer resettles in an Irish village 
where a boy goes missing.

 6  1MAGIC LESSONS, by Alice Hoffman. (Simon & Schuster)  In 
a prequel to “Practical Magic,” Maria Owens invokes a curse 
that will haunt her family in Salem, Mass.

 7 4 4THE EVENING AND THE MORNING, by Ken Follett. (Viking)  
In a prequel to “The Pillars of the Earth,” a boatbuilder, a 
Norman noblewoman and a monk live in England under 
attack by the Welsh and the Vikings.

 8 5 3THE BOOK OF TWO WAYS, by Jodi Picoult. (Ballantine)  After 
surviving a plane crash, a death doula travels to Egypt to 
reconnect with an old flame who is an archaeologist.

 9 8 5ANXIOUS PEOPLE, by Fredrik Backman. (Atria)  A failed bank 
robber holds a group of strangers hostage at an apartment 
open house.

 10 7 19THE VANISHING HALF, by Brit Bennett. (Riverhead)  The 
lives of twin sisters who run away from a Southern Black 
community at age 16 diverge as one returns and the other 
takes on a different racial identity but their fates intertwine.

 1  1HUMANS, by Brandon Stanton. (St. Martin’s)  Photos and 
stories of people from over 40 countries collected by the 
creator of “Humans of New York.”

 2  1IS THIS ANYTHING?, by Jerry Seinfeld. (Simon & Schuster)  
The comedian shares material he collected in an accordion 
folder over the last 45 years.

 3  1THE 99% INVISIBLE CITY, by Roman Mars and Kurt 
Kohlstedt. (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)  A look at the design 
and architecture of various and sometimes unexpected 
elements that make cities function.

 4 2 4RAGE, by Bob Woodward. (Simon & Schuster)  Based on 17 
on-the-record interviews with President Trump and other 
reporting, the Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist details the 
president’s perspective on multiple crises.

 5 3 10CASTE, by Isabel Wilkerson. (Random House)  The Pulitzer 
Prize-winning journalist examines aspects of caste systems 
across civilizations and reveals a rigid hierarchy in America 
today.

 6 10 4BLACKOUT, by Candace Owens. (Threshold Editions)  The 
conservative commentator makes her case that Black 
Americans should part ways with the Democratic Party. (†)

 7 5 5KILLING CRAZY HORSE, by Bill O’Reilly and Martin Dugard. 
(Holt)  The ninth book in the conservative commentator’s 
Killing series focuses on conflicts with Native Americans.

 8 1 2THE MEANING OF MARIAH CAREY, by Mariah Carey with 
Michaela Angela Davis. (Andy Cohen/Holt)  The career 
highlights, public life and private struggles of the singer and 
songwriter.

 9 6 31UNTAMED, by Glennon Doyle. (Dial)  The activist and public 
speaker describes her journey of listening to her inner voice.

 10  1UNDAUNTED, by John O. Brennan. (Celadon)  The former 
C.I.A. director recounts key moments from his career and 
evaluates national security policies and actions.

An asterisk (*) indicates that a book’s sales are barely distinguishable from those of the book above. A dagger (†) indicates that some bookstores report receiving bulk orders.
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THIS
MONTH

MONTHS 
ON LIST

 1 11NEW KID, by Jerry Craft. (HarperCollins)  Jordan 
Banks, an artistically inclined seventh grader from 
Washington Heights, has a tough time navigating 
an upscale private school.

 2 13GUTS, by Raina Telgemeier. (Scholastic)  Raina 
finds her tummy trouble might be more than it first 
appears to be when she goes back to school.

 3 1TEEN TITANS: BEAST BOY, by Kami Garcia. 
Illustrated by Gabriel Picolo. (DC Comics)  Garfield 
Logan’s big changes impress the popular kids but 
also come at a price.

 4 3BABY-SITTERS LITTLE SISTER: KAREN’S ROLLER 

SKATES, by Ann M. Martin. Illustrated by Katy 
Farina. (Scholastic)  Karen sets out to get her 
friends and someone famous to sign her cast.

 5 1FANGS, by Sarah Andersen. (Andrews McMeel)  A 
love develops between a charming werewolf and a 
300-year-old vampire.

 6 9MY HERO ACADEMIA, VOL. 1, by Kohei Horikoshi. 
(VIZ Media)  Will a chance encounter with a 
superhero change Izuku Midoriya’s fate? Most likely!

 7 1THE HORRIFYINGLY HAUNTED HACK-A-WEEN, by 
Meredith Rusu. (Scholastic)  When Mr. Krupp and 
Melvin campaign to make Halloween illegal, George 
and Harold create a workaround.

 8 2MY HERO ACADEMIA, VOL. 2, by Kohei Horikoshi. 
(VIZ Media)  Midoriya can barely control the All 
Might’s abilities that he inherited. 

 9 2DEMON SLAYER: KIMETSU NO YAIBA, VOL. 1, by 
Koyoharu Gotouge. (VIZ Media)  A young charcoal 
seller must avenge his family by destroying the 
demon that slaughtered them.

 10 1INVESTIGATORS: TAKE THE PLUNGE, by John 
Patrick Green. (First Second)  Mango and Brash go 
undercover as city sewer workers to search for the 
criminal Crackerdile.

 11 4PERSEPOLIS, by Marjane Satrapi. (Pantheon)  A 
memoir of the author’s life from ages 6 to 14 in 
Iran, during and after its 1979 revolution, depicted 
through black-and-white comic strip images.

 12 1DEMON SLAYER: KIMETSU NO YAIBA, VOL. 16, 

by Koyoharu Gotouge. (VIZ Media)  Tanjiro seeks to 
earn Himejima’s approval while training to become 
a high-ranking member of the Demon Slayer Corps.

 13 11SMILE, by Raina Telgemeier. (Scholastic)  Raina 
experiences braces, boy troubles and other plagues 
of the sixth grade.

 14 10SISTERS, by Raina Telgemeier. (Scholastic)  Raina 
is stuck in the back seat between her younger 
brother and sister for a weeklong road trip in this 
family memoir.

 15 3MARCH: BOOK ONE, by John Lewis and Andrew 
Aydin. Illustrated by Nate Powell. (Top Shelf)  
Representative John Lewis describes his childhood 
and the beginning of his involvement in the civil 
rights movement. The first volume of a trilogy.

 1 1THE FAMILY LAWYER, by James Patterson. (Grand 
Central)  Three stories: “The Family Lawyer” (written 
with Robert Rotstein), “Night Sniper” (written with 
Christopher Charles) and “The Good Sister” (written 
with Rachel Howzell Hall).

 2 1TWISTED TWENTY-SIX, by Janet Evanovich. 
(Putnam)  The 26th book in the Stephanie Plum 
series. A New Jersey gangster’s associates go after 
a bounty hunter’s widowed grandmother.

 3 1BLOODY GENIUS, by John Sandford. (Putnam)  
The 12th book in the Virgil Flowers series. A fight 
between university departments turns deadly.

 4 1ONE GOOD DEED, by David Baldacci. (Grand 
Central)  A World War II veteran on parole must find 
the real killer in a small town or face going back 
to jail.

 5 1TRUTH AND JUSTICE, by Fern Michaels. 
(Kensington)  The 31st book in the Sisterhood 
series. A con artist is behind a scheme involving 
fertility clinics.

 6 1VINCE FLYNN: LETHAL AGENT, by Kyle Mills. 
(Pocket)  Mexican cartels, ISIS and a possible 
pandemic bring Mitch Rapp back into action.

 7 2OUTFOX, by Sandra Brown. (Grand Central)  F.B.I. 
Agent Drex Easton has a hunch that the conman 
Weston Graham is also a serial killer.

 8 1WILDFLOWER RIDGE, by Sherryl Woods. (MIRA)  
Two romance stories: “Natural Born Lawman” and 
“The Unclaimed Baby.”

 9 2CHILD’S PLAY, by Danielle Steel. (Dell)  A 
prestigious New York lawyer learns that the life 
she constructed for her children and herself isn’t 
exactly what she thought it was.

 10 1FINDING YOU AGAIN, by Debbie Macomber. (MIRA)  
Two romance stories: “White Lace and Promises” 
and “Jury of His Peers.”

 11 2PARANOID, by Lisa Jackson. (Zebra)  Past troubles 
resurface when a woman who unintentionally 
killed her half brother 20 years ago prepares for 
her high school reunion amid a string of potentially 
connected murders.

 12 1WELCOME HOME, by Nora Roberts. (St. Martin’s)  
Two romance stories: “Her Mother’s Keeper” and 
“Island of Flowers.”

 13 1THE LAST ODYSSEY, by James Rollins. (Morrow)  
The 15th book in the Sigma Force series. 
Catastrophic dangers might be set in motion when 
a medieval ship is discovered in Greenland.

 14 3GOLDEN IN DEATH, by J. D. Robb. (St. Martin’s)  
The 50th book of the In Death series. Eve Dallas 
seeks the sender of packages that give off toxic 
airborne fumes.

 15 1SOMEONE TO ROMANCE, by Mary Balogh. 
(Berkley)  The seventh book in the Westcott series. 
Gabriel Thorne’s intention to wed Lady Jessica 
Archer misses its mark at first.

Graphic Books and Manga Mass MarketTHIS
MONTH

MONTHS 
ON LIST

Sales are defined as completed transactions between vendors and individual end users during the period on or after the official publication date of a title. 
Graphic book rankings include all print and digital formats. Adult, children’s, young adult, fiction and nonfiction graphic books are eligible for inclusion on 
the graphic books and manga list. ONLINE: For complete lists and a full explanation of our methodology, visit www.nytimes.com/books/best-sellers.

Filledwith clear, practical advice,

inspiration, dozens of tips, and an

extensive list of recommended titles,

How toRaise aReader gives parents the

tools they need to instill a lifelong love

of reading in their children. Cowritten

byPamela Paul andMaria Russo,

editors atTheNewYorkTimes Book

Review, this is the book parents have

beenwaiting for—a practical, reassuring

answer to fears about children’s reading

in this age of screens.

On sale wherever books are sold.

Fostering a Lifelong Love of Books,

from Birth to Teens

IN AWORLDWHERE SO
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ACHILD’S ATTENTION,
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RAISE AREADER?

Recipes. Advice. Inspiration.
nytcooking.com
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THE NIGHTWORKERS

By Brian Selfon

308 pp. MCD/Farrar, Straus & Giroux. $27.

By the end of the first chapter of “The
Nightworkers,” a painter and fentanyl
dealer named Emil Scott is dead. To tell us
how he ended up that way, Selfon’s thriller
takes us back in time to describe a rogues’
gallery of ex-cons and petty crooks involved
in or circling around a money-laundering

operation in Bushwick, Brooklyn.
As a former chief investigative analyst for the Brook-

lyn District Attorney’s Office, Selfon clearly knows his
way around a criminal conspiracy. His ringleader here is
Shecky Keenan, whose beloved niece Kerasha is newly
out on parole. Along with Kerasha’s cousin Henry, they
form a family business whose services include helping
people avoid unnecessary entanglements with the I.R.S.
or pay college tuitions in cash without raising eyebrows.

Some of the bank accounts Shecky relies on have
closed for unknown reasons. There’s also a mysterious
blue Chevy Impala parked on their street a bit too often.
Perhaps it’s a hit man. To make matters worse, Kerasha’s
kleptomaniacal habits threaten to cause her even more
trouble, and Henry, straddled with some kind of debt, is
keeping company with a nogoodnik murderer named
Lipz.

More and more characters keep arriving, like dozens
of clowns out of a tiny car. Against his uncle’s wishes,
Henry recruits Emil to pick up a bag and deliver it and,
well, we already know how that works out. We don’t
know, however, what has happened to the quarter-mil-
lion dollars he carried or what will become of Shecky as
more threats are made against his shady business and
his even shadier kin. Unfortunately, the novel meanders
toward a finale that’s more welcome than it is satisfying.

STRAIGHT FROM THE HORSE’S MOUTH

By Meryem Alaoui

Translated by Emma Ramadan 
292 pp. Other Press. Paper, $16.99.

When “Straight From the Horse’s Mouth”
opens, it’s 2010 and the 34-year-old Jmiaa
has been a prostitute on the streets of Casa-
blanca for 15 years. Her story, in Alaoui’s
devastating novel, is at times painful to read
— and yet it’s written with such grace and
power that it’s impossible to look away.

In Ramadan’s elegant translation from the French,
Jmiaa’s voice is both world-weary and street-smart. Her
suffering has toughened her to a degree that should
never have been necessary. She agrees to temporarily
take in one of her pimp’s new employees, Halima, and
show her the tricks of the trade.

The histories of these two women and how they took
to sex work will break your heart. They share a small
apartment, which doubles as their work space, with
Jmiaa’s young daughter, Samia. “It’s very rare that she’s
there when I bring men home, but when she is, I tell her
that they’re repairmen,” Jmiaa says. “For the wooden
furniture, the television, the fridge, the windows . . .
whatever.”

Samia soon goes to live with Mouy, her grandmother.
When a young filmmaker takes an interest in Jmiaa, her
life begins to change in ways no one could’ve predicted.
That’s not to say that “Straight From the Horse’s Mouth”
is some tale of Eliza Doolittle-like redemption; I’m not
convinced Jmiaa ever needed redemption in the first
place.

THESE VIOLENT DELIGHTS

By Micah Nemerever

465 pp. Harper. $27.99.

Set in Watergate-era Pittsburgh, Nemere-
ver’s “These Violent Delights” opens with a
brief and utterly disturbing prologue that
promises an act of violence later in this
macabre story. But first it rewinds, to intro-
duce the forlorn 16-year-old university
student Paul Fleischer, who’s still mourning

the suicide of his father when he falls in love — or some-
thing like it — with his suave classmate Julian Fromme.

They make an unlikely pair. Paul thinks of himself as
an “ungainly stork of a boy,” and he’s desperate for the
attention of a “dark-haired Apollo painted in flowing
Botticelli lines” and self-described “half-shiksa trust fund
baby who’s never had to work for anything.” Their bud-
ding romance is steeped in a shared interest in social
psychology and chess, and it finds expression in sexual
violence that, even if it starts out consensually, grows
discomforting to read. An awkward power dynamic soon
develops between them. “If Julian were to love him,”
Paul thinks, “it would feel like something he deigned to
do. It meant more to be needed.”

Although I had trouble at times following the hairpin
turns of their fickle desires and motivations, Julian’s
dependency and Paul’s desperation for affection remain
constant. When, for example, Julian beckons him from
out of town, Paul skips out on his great-grandmother’s
shiva. The two of them cruelly goad each other on until
they become “monstrous together, merciless, twins
conjoined at the teeth.” Nemerever does a crafty job of
slowly ratcheting up the tension and guiding us back
toward the awful event hinted at in the prologue. Hidden
inside “These Violent Delights” is a clever novel of man-
ners that might have been even more exciting than the
lurid plot at its steamy center.

ILLUSTRATION BY JOHN GALL

ANDREW ERVIN’S most recent books are “Bit by Bit: How Video Games Transformed Our World” and the novel “Burning Down George Orwell’s House.”

      The Shortlist / Debut Novels / By Andrew Ervin
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Literary inspiration for a Halloween at home.

Sketchbook / Costume Party / By Jessica Olien

JESSICA OLIEN is an illustrator whose work has appeared in The New Yorker, and the author of children’s books including “The Blobfish Book” and “Adrift: An Odd Couple of Polar Bears.”
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EXPLORE

THE WORLD IN

712 PAGES

100 stories to bring out

the explorer in you from the travel

pages of The New York Times

The New York Times Explorer

100 Trips Around the World

Flexicloth with thumb index

6.7×9.4 inches, 712 pages

“You will be blown

away by so much

beauty. Each trip

is richly illustrated,

brimming with

practical details,

and told in the

first person.”

—Le Monde, Paris


